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TABULATED SOURCE DATA LISTING
AERODYNAMIC STABILITY_ CONTROL EFFECTIVENESS AND
DRAG CHARACTERISTICS OF A SHUTTLE ORBITER
CO  -RATZO AT FROM
O.6TO 4.96
By Paul E. Ramsey
ABSTRACT
Experimental aerodynamic investigations were conducted in the NASA/}_FC
14-inch Trisonic Wind Tunnel from Sept. 27 to Oct. 7, 1972 on a 0.004 scale
model of the I_R AT_ baseline shuttle orbiter configuration. Six component
ae_rodynamic force and moment data were recorded at 0° sideslip angle over an
angle of attack range from 0° to 20° for Maeh ntuubers of 0.6 to 4.96 , 20 ° to
40 ° for Mach numbers of 0.6, 0.9, 2.99, and 4.96 , and 40° to 60° for Mach
numbers of 2.99 and 4.96. Data were obtained over a sideslip range of -i0 °
to i0° at O_ !0°, and 20° angles of attack over the Mach range and 30° and
50_ at Mach numbers of 2.99 and 4.96.
_ne purpose of the test was to define the buildup_ performance, stabi-
li_y_ and control characteristics of the orbiter configuration. The model
pars,meters were: body alone; body-wing; body-wing-tail; elevon deflections
of i_ i0 °, -20 °, and -40 ° (both full and split)] aileron deflections of +i0 °
(full and split); rudder flares of i0 ° and 40 °, and s _udder deflection of





a speed of sound; m/sec, ft/see
Cp CP pressure coefficient; (Pl " P_)/q
/
M MACH Mach number; V/a
p pressure; N/m2_ psf
q Q(NSM) dynamc pressure; i/2pV 2, N/m 2, psfQ(Ps )
RN/L RN/L unit Reynolds number; per m, per ft
V velocity; m/sec, ft/sec
ALPHA angle of attack, degrees
BETA angle of sideslip, degrees
PSI angle of yaw, degrees
¢ PHI angle of roll, degrees
p mass density; kg/m 3, slugs/ft 3
Reference & C.G. Definitions
Ab base area; m2, ft2
b BREF wing span or reference span; m, ft
c.g. center of gravity
_R_ LREF reference length or wing mean
aerodynamic chord; m, ft
S SREF wing area or reference ares; m2, ft2
N[RP moment reference point
XMRP moment reference point on X axis
YMEP moment reference point on Y axis












ON CN normal-force coefficient; normal force
qS
CA CA axi_l-force coefficient; axial force
qS
Cy CY side-force coefficient; side force
' qS
nAB base-force coefficient; base force
CAb _" qS
-%(Pb - P_)A s
CAF forebody axial force coefficient, CA - CAbCAf
r" CLM pitching-moment coefficient; pitchin_ moment;
"m qS_REF
_ CY}i yawing-moment coefficient; yawing momentqSb
C_ CBL rolling-moment coefficient; rolling momentqSb
Stability-Axis System
CL CL lift coefficient; liftqS
r, CD drag coefficient; drag
qS
CDB base-drag coefficient; base drag
CDb qS
CDf CDF forebody drag coefficient; CD - CDb
Cy CY side-force coefficient; side forceqS
q_, CI_4 pitching-moment coefficient; _itching moment
" qS_REF
<_ C]S yawing-moment coefficient; y_wing momentqSb
C_ CSL rolling-moment coefficient; rolling momentqSb
3,'_ !ift-to-drag ratio; CL/C DL/













S_IBOL SYMBOL DEFINITION •
6eL ELVN-L Full left elevon, surface deflection angle,positive deflection, trailing edge d_n; i_:
degrees. :i_
_eR ELVN-R Full right elevon, surface deflection angle, _]positive deflection, trailing edge down; ::
degrees. ::_::.
_e ELEVTR Full elevator only, s[_rface deflection angle,
positive deflection, trailing edge down;
degrees.
Left outboard elevon only, surface deflection
_eL0 angle_ positive deflection, trailing edge down;
degrees.
Right outboard elevon only, surface deflection
_eRo angle, positive deflection, trailing edge down;
degrees.
_e0 OBDELV Outboard elevator only, surface deflection angle,
positive deflection, trailing edge down; degrees.
_eI IBDELV Inboard elevator only, surface deflection angle,
positive deflection, trailing edge down; degrees.
_R RUDDER Rudder, surface deflection angle, positive
deflection, trailing edge to the left; degrees.
_RF RUDFLR Rudder flare, split rudder deflection angle,
positive deflection, trailing edges outward;
degrees.
6a AILRON Aileron, full or outboard total aileron deflection
angle, degrees, (left aileron-right aileron)/2.
_a0 0BDAIL Outboard aileron, outboard total aileron deflection
angle, degrees, (left aileron-right aileron)/2.
ADDITIONS TO NOMENCLA_jRE (CONTINUED)
SADSAC
ST_._OL SYMBOL DEFINITION




: 3.0 (BICIDIFI/Jl) (WIEI) (VIKIRI)
(CL)L/D MAX CLLDMX Lift coefficient evaluated at maximum L/D.
{!eL DCL Lift coefficient variation for a specific change
in elevon deflection.
A_ [/<[ DCLM Pitching moment variation for a specific change
in elevon deflection.
d!_e DE Incremental change of elevon deflection.
(</_)_AX L/m_X MaximumvalueofL/D.
C_ _:_ D(CY) Derivative of side force coefficient with respect
_P to beta (beta = +5°); per degree.
C_ D(CYN) Derivative of yawing moment coefficient with
respect to beta (beta = +50); per degree, body
axis system.
_i_ D(CBL) Derivative of rolling moment coefficient _i'ith
respect to beta (beta = +50); per degree, body
axis system.
CONE1 GURATI 0NS INVESTIGATED
Test results reported herein were obtained on a 0.004 scale model of the
NR ATP Baseline Orbiter. Each of the model components tested are listed below.
Pertinent dimensional data for these components are given in Table III.




DI Manipulator fairing along top centerline
F1 Body flap
M1 OMS pods
(B1ClO_n_) (wlm) Body With Wing
W1 Wing
E1 Split elevons
(BiCiDiFiMl) (WIE1) Body With Wing and Centerline Vertical
 ail
Vl Body centerline vertical tail
K1 Air scoop at base of vertical tail
R1 Split rudder
The following SADSAC names are used to define control deflection. The
warious elevon and rudder deflections tested and their SADSAC definition is
also tabulated below.
ELEVTR Inboard and outboard elevons deflected togebher
OBDELV Outboard only elevons deflected
OBDAIL Outboard only elevons deflected
RUDFLR Rudder flare
RUDDER Rudder deflection; with or without rudder f_are
















The Marshall Space Flight Center 14" x 14" Trisonic Wind Tunnel is an inter-
mittent blowdown tunnel which operates by high pressure air flowing from
storage to either vacuum or atmospheric conditions. A Mach number range
from .2 to 5.85 is covered by utilizing two interchangeable test sections.
The transonic section permits testing at Mach 0.20 through 2.50, and the
supersonic section permits testing at Mach 2.74 through 5.85. Mach numbers
betweei1 .2 and -9 are obtained by using a controllable diffuser; The range
from .95 to 1.3 is achieved through the use of plenum suction and perforated
walls. Mach numbers of 1.44, 1.93 and 2.50 are produced by interchangeable
sets of fixed contour nozzle blocks. Above Mach 2.50 a set of fixed contour
nozzle blocks are tilted and translated automatically to produce any desired
Mach number in .25 increments.
Air is supplied to a 6000 cubic foot storage tank at approximately -40°F de_
point and 500 psi. The compressor is a three-stage reciprocating unit drive_:
by a 1500 hp motor.
_2he tunnel flow is established and controlled with a servo actuated gate
valve. The controlled air flows through the valve diffuser into the stilling
chamber and heat exchanger where the air temperature can be controlled from
_mbient to approximately 180°F' The sir then passes through the test s_ction
_hich contains the nozzle blocks and test region.
l_ownstream of the test section is a hydraulically controlled pitch sector
_hat provides a total angle of sttack range of 20° (_i0°). Sting offsets are
available for obtaining various maximum angles of attack up to 90°.
DATA REDUCTION
All model forces and moments are resolved in the body and stability axis
system and are presented in the form of non-dimensional coefficients_ Model
reference dimensions used in the data reduction are.
FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE
Reference Area (Sref) 3220.0 ft2 7.419 in. 2
Reference Length (_ref) 525.5 in_ 2.102 in.(M.A.c.)
Reference Span (bref) 1007.7 in. 4.030 in.
(WingSpan)
Base Area (Ab) including 382 ft. 2 0.878 in. 2
cavity area_ See Figure 4
Cavity Area (Ac) O.313 in.2
Moments were referenced to the center of gravity at 65 percent body
length (_B) from the nose (_B : 5.312 in).
Moment reference dimensions used are:
FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE
XMRP 863.2 in. 3.453. in.
YMRP 0.0 in. 0.0 in.
ZMRP O.0 in. 0.0 in.
lO
DATA REDUCTION (CONTINUED)
The base axial force coefficient was calculated using:
CAB = -(CPBAVG) Ab - Ac AcSref f
where: CPBAVG = average base pressure coefficient - Pbavg
P_
q
CPC = cavity pressure coefficient = Pc - P_
q
Center of pressure (Xc.p.) calculations based on body length were
made using:
where Xc.g" = XMRP = 3.453 in.
_ref = LREF = 2.102 in.
_B = body length = 5.312 in.
Transition grit was used on the model during the entire test. Figure 3





REYNOLDS NUMBER DYNAMIC PRESSURE STAGNATION TEMPERATURE
MACH NUMBER per unit length (pounds/sq. inch) (degrees Fahrenheit)
. 0,6 5.0 x I06/FT... 4.3 100
o.q 6.3 " 7.4 l
1.2 6.7 " 9,1
1.q6 6.8 " [0.3 ]00
_ Z.99 4.1 ' ' 5,2 I I ] 4 0
4.96 $.9 " 3, 1 140
i. ,
| .......
BALANCE UTILIZED: MSFC # 231
COEFFICIENT
CAPAC IT_": ACCURACY : TOLERANCE :
@ =^q^!_^psi
NF 120 Ibs. + 0.60 lbs. __ u.uu_u
SF ._0 _bS. _ -_ 0.0035
AF 20 lbs. _T_ b +-O.0OlqPM !12 Ibs. s. 1" 0.0035 --
_ ,,_6 ]bs. _ __- 0.0020
RM 30 ibs. - _ - 0.0009
COMMENTS :
_SFC - Form Z63-i (Febru_u> 197Z)
.TABLE IZ °




TESTM_&f: Z'_'F_-_'5" DATA SET COLLATION SHEET
O PRETEST
!_ POSTTEST
DATA SET CONFIGURATION SC D. PARAMETERS/VALUES [NO. MACH _ERS _(_ ALTEI:INATEINDF2ENDI_IT VARIABLE_
".: . " "_'_'.__ -'- " _m _ _ m_,= _ _ _ _ : ....... _ "_- - _ ...... ----- - --7 _ "
IR?&zoo 'o,_,D,_,,_l,X_r,)(v,_,_,)/o :D o o o a d /a o I I_'W°'_%'_'slo P'Yo°_/o_
_-r so6 2__ J I I i _
I
_,0 s o _ , _-%--4- tt- _,oj'.:t<o...1 1,>7:_-_/_
=,, _ o-2o-2°.zo-__-_! // °_;]'_'zo'=,_'s/l'Vol"uo'%
• _..... _ ._1.__f _.1. ,---I_ I
_,_ _o, f J!_{.] lJ_l: _!I] ___!?'/_t___'¢o__I ]'"1-"_o,,_ = o f ]_2_- ! I __ [ I I ','/o¢_
3/7. B 0 O 0 -2.0J-20 (_ I o_Y_ i°s_d "_e/'ot I'_/o tI;)./o ;a/°
3n e _.. )o___-/ _/o__I-/,_"_ ' 1---*---........ '_-_?oJ'-_%f'-@oI 1",_/_......
_,,,_ _ o o o L +- t 1 _.. '_o1'_%'_ol ......i'_'_ -
_ _ o . i ., %- T- 3+_-f_- '-_;'-_1;-_;...... _7_-_-_/_
sos _. o i O lO _ _-o--i_j___ ! _/__s_,---_- .... _7gP_/ooclj
I s_r ' +I _: " ---, %1"% ..... ---F':' 8 o .._ ,_ • '_'T I .__
1 7 13 19 25 31 37 q3 qS 55 61 67 7576
, , , . , I _ , .... _ , , , ,, 1 ..... ]..., _ .... ' ....... ,_.,1=.__._.,.,,_,...._..___,,..,,,.._..,,.,.,..,.,..,,=_
COEFFICIENTS : --_IDPVAR (1)IIDPVAR (2)INDV
aor 6
SCHEDULES
MSFC - _orm 26_-2 (F_brum_y 1972)
TABLE I!. (CONClLrDED)
TEST/f4, Sf _ _'_Y_$_-DATA SET COLLATION SHEET
O PRETEST
POSTTEST
_RAMETERS/_LUES _NUMBE_ 'ORAL_A_ _D_END_T _R_B_
1 7 13 19 25 31 37 43 49 55 61 67 7576| |
COEFFICIENTS : =_IIDPVAR(i)IIDPVAR (2)INDV
a or _
SCHEDULES
MSFC - Form 263-2 (February 1972)
TABLE I_
DIMENSIONAL DATA
MODEL COMPONENT: BODY - BI
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: BASIC QELTA WING FUSELAGE PER NAR LINES DRAWING
VLTO-O00001
MOD_L SCALE = ,004
DRAWING NUMBER:vLooOool
THEORETICAL ACTUAL MEASURED
DIMENSIONS: FULL-SC_J_E MODEL SCALE MODEL SC,a_LE
Length !328.33 5.313
Max. Width - ]5_T. 237.96 0.952
Max. Depth -IN. 238.00 0.952 _
Fineness Ratio- ]N. 5.527 5.527
Area-FT2





MSFC - Form 263-6 _bruaxy 1972)
TABLE III
DIMENSIONAL DATA (Continued)
MODEL COMPONENT: BODY - CANOPY Cl
GENERALDESCRIPTION: CANOPY USED WITH BASIC DELTA WING FUSELAGE PER
NAR LINES DWG VL70-O0000]
MODEL CALE = 0.004
DRAWING NUMBER: VL70-O00001
tHEORETICAL AG_UALMEASURED
DIMENSIONS: FULL-SCALE MODEL SCALE MODEL SCALE
STA FWD BULKHEAD I IN _40.00 I.B600








Winshield consists of six (6) Panels.
Pilots Eye is at the following points.
FUS STA -IN 408.00
B. P. - IN 24.00







MODEL COMPONENT: BODY -MANIPULATORHOUSING- Ol
GENERALDESCRIPTION:
SCALE MODEL = 0.004
DRAWINGNUMBER:VL7O-OOOOO!
THEORETICAL ACTUAL MEASURED
DIMENSIONS: FULL-SCALE MODEL SCALE MODEL SCALE
Length, IN _ 967.0 3 _A_n
Max. Width, IN 53.32 0.2132










MODEL COMPONENT: BODY - ORBITALMANEUVERINGSYSTEM poD-M_
GENERALDESCRIPTION:
MODEL SCALE = 0.004
DRAWINGNUMBER:VL- O0000l
THEORETICAL ACTUAL MEASURED
DIMENSIONS: FULL-SCALE MODEL SCALE MODEL SCALE
Length~IN 290.67 ].]_
Max. Width~IN 67.33










MODEL COMPONENT: WING - WI
GENERALDESCRIPTION: DELTA WING WITH -_ TWIST AND ROUNDEDWING TIPS, WING
BLENDS INTO BODY. FOLLOWSNAR LINF._V70--O00001FOUIV. SPAN I_ 7R _nA % n_
THEORETICALDELTAWING. MODEL SCALE = 0.004
DRAWING NUMBER: VLTO-O0000I
DIMENSIONS: THEORETICAL ACTUAL MEASURED




Span (equivalent) 1007.8 4.o312
Aspect Ratio 2.144 2.1_4
Rate of Taper 1.191 i_]9]
Taper Ratio o.219 0,219
DiehedralAngle,degrees 3,500 3.500
IncidenceAngle, degrees R.ooo _,o00
AerodynamicTwist, degrees -G.OOO -_.o00
Toe-ln Angle . 3.000 3.000
Cant Angle -2,000 . -2,000
Sweep Back Angles,degrees
Leading Edge 4o.910 _9.91o
TrailingEdge -0,183 -0.183
0.25 ElementLine 41.675 _ 41,675
Chords:
Root (WingSta. OoO) 760.56 3,0422
Tip, (equivalent) 159.72 0_6388
MAC 525.4
Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC ]132.98 4 5319
W.P. of .25 MAC _04.55 1.2182_
B.L. of .25 MAC _ lq6.0q .7843





Span, (equivalent) 795.86 _.1834
Aspect Ratio 1.966 1,966
Taper Ratio 0.260 o.76o
Chords
Root 641.57 2 _662
Tip 166.68 .6667
MAC 450.63 iiii"8025
Fus. Sta. of _25 MAC 1190.82 ____4L_
W.P. of °25MAC _ _o_.47
B Lo _f .25 MAC 26n__n __ 1-o432
Leadinq Edoe Cuff
Planform Area (in W,R.P)_,Ft. 2 271.39 004_
Leadinq edqe intersects fuselaqe ML - @ sta, in. 540.00 2.1600 20
MSFC - Form 263-8 (Feb_a_y 1972)
TABLE III
DIMENSIONAL DATA (Continued)
MODEL COMPONENT: ELEVON - El (DATAFOR.I of R SIDES)





DIMENSIONS: FULL-SCALE MODEL SCALE MODEL SCALE
Area (TRUE),FT2 _ 347.2 .00_5_
Span (equivalent) 3_-0 1.53G
Inb'd equivalentchord I}4._8 .537
Outb'd equivalentchord 13_.3R ,537
Ratio movable surface chord/
total surface chord
At Inb'd equiv, chord 0,209 0.209
At Outb'd equiv, chord 0.805 0.805 _
Sweep Back Angles, degrees
Leading Edge -0.183 -0.183
TailingEdge -0.183 -0.183
Hingeline -0.183 -0.183
Area Moment 4164.4o 0.00026




MSFC - Forro 263-7 (February 1972)
TABLE III
DIMENSIONAL DATA (Continued)
MODEL COMPONENT: VERTICAL TAIL - Vl
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: CENTERLINE VERTICAL ON DELTA WING CONFIGURATION WITH
DOUBLE WEDGE AIRFOIL ANn RNIINnFD lEADING ED_F __ TOTAL DATAJ.j_LC_UD.F.S_J/DJJ3__
AREA LISTED BEt.OW, SCALE MODEL= 0,004
DRAWING NUMBER: VLTO-O0000 |
DIMENSIONS: THEORETICAL ACTUAL MEASURED
TOTAL DATA FULL-SCALE MODE_, SCALE _ODEL SCALE
Area 415.25 .00664
Planform 1.2q _ ___LQDO0002
Wetted ____Lg_L ____000232__
Span (equivalent) 323,9
Aspect Ratio _._75 ]6_.__Z5__
Rate of Taper 0.504 ___5.0_




Toe-ln Angle __.O.__ .... O.O
Cant Angle __ O,O O,O
Sweep Back Angles, degrees
Leading Edge 4G.OOO ___4__o_ __
Trailing Edge 26.361 2_]36!
0.25 Element Line 41.150 _ 41.150
Chords:
Root (Wing Sta. 0.0) ?75.5? --. 1.102!
Tip, (equivalent) _ 111.4 .__.O_._L_L_-_
MAC 2nsn __iLE29__
Fus. Sta, of .25 MAC _62,2_-_
W.P. of .25 MAC A39:D 2.556
B.L. of .25 MAC o.o o.o












Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC
W.P. of .25 MAC
B,! of .25 MAC
*Void area lOCaL(_o at the lower, aft portion of: the surface
22
-_JSFC - Form 263-8 (February 1972)
¸
:c":: " TABLE III
.2.:/_ -..;_: DIMENSIONAL DATA (Continued)
MODEL COMPONENT: RUDDER - RI
GENERALDESCRIPTION: RUDDER ON CENTERLINEVERTICALTAIL, VI
MODEL SCALE = O.Ofl_
DRAWINGNUMBER:VLTO-O0000!
THEORETICAL ACTUALMEASURED
DIMENSIONS: FULL-SCALE MODEL SCALE MODEL SCALE
Area ~FT2 117. 7 nn_AR
Span (equivalent)_in 926n n gn_n
Inb'dequivalentchord_in q7.o9 ,3884
Outb'd equivalentchord~in _ .2081
Ratiomovable surfacechord/
total surface chord
At lnb'd equiv, chord .. o.4oo 0.400
At Outb'd equiv, chord 0.400 0.400
Sweep Back Angles, degrees
Leading Edge 34.889 34.889
TailingEdge ____ 26._61
Hingeline 34.889 34.889
Area Moment 647.77 .... 00004
(Normal to hinge llne)
.... (PRODUCTO_H_A AND MEAN)
9_
MSFC - Form 263-7 (February 1972)
TABLE IV.
INDEX OF MODEL FIGURES
FIGURE DESCRIPTION PAGE
1. Axis System 27
2. General Arrangement of Orbiter Model 28
3. Location of Grit on Model 29
4. Definition of Base and Cavity Areas 30
for Axial Force Corrections
5. Side View Photograph of Configuration 31
BICIDIMIFIWIEIVIR 1 With Elevons
Deflected-20 °
_4
TABLE V. INDEX OF DATA FIGL_R_
PLOTTED
COEFFICIENTS CONDITIONS
TITLE SC_h_DULE VARYING PAGES
,,' Longitudinal Characteristics for Body Build-up (A) CONFIGURATION 1-60
MACH
Effect of Full Elevator Deflection on Baseline (A) ELEVTR 61-120
Configuration MACH
Effect of 0utboard 0nly Elevator Deflections on (A) 0BDELV 121-180
Baseline Configuration MACH
Effect of Full Aileron Deflection with Baseline (A) AILRON 181-240
Configuration F_CH
(B) 241-258
Effect of Outboard Only Aileron Deflection with (A) 0BDAIL 259-318
Baseline Configuration MACH
(B) 319-336
Effect of Rudder Flare with Baseline Configuration (A) RUDFLR 337-396
MACH
(B) 397-41h
Effect of Rudder Deflection with Baseline Configuration (A) RUDDER 415-474
RUDFLR
(B) MACH 475-492




COEFFICIENTS CONDITIONS _ "
TITLE SCHEDULE VARYING PAC-ES
Lateral-Directional Stability Characteristics for (D) CONFIGURATION 54'i'-558
for Body Build-up MACH
Effect of Elevator Deflection with Baseline (C) ELEVTR 559-576
Configuration MACH
Effect of Rudder Flare with Baseline Configuration (C) ALPHA 57T-594
RUDFLR
MACH
Lateral-Directional Stability Characteristics (D) RUDFLR 595-603
for Rudder Flare MACH
Effect of Rudder Deflection with Baseline (C) ALPHA. 604-621
Configuration RUDDER
Lateral-Directional Stability Characteristics (D) RUDDER 622-633
for Rudder Deflection MACK
Incremental Characteristics for Full Elevon (E) ALPHA 634-649
Deflection MACH
Incremental Characteristics for Outboard Elevon (E) ALPHA _50-665
Deflection MACH
Summary Characteristics of Baseline Configuration (F) ELEVTR 660-o6[
PLOTTED COEFFICIENTS SCHEDULE:
(A) CIFI, CN, CAF, CAB, CL, CD, L/D, XCP/L versus ALPHA (D) D(CY), D(CYN), D(CBL) versus ALPHA
CD versus CL
CL versus CLM (E) DCLM, DCL versus DE
(S) CY, CZ_, CBT, versus ALPHA (F) T,/D(_X), CT, _/D(_) versus _CH
(C) CY, CYN, CBL versus BETA
Notes:
I. Positive directions of force coefficients
moment coefficients, and angles are
indicated by arrows.
2. For clarity, origins of wind and stability
axes have been displaced from the center
of gravity.
N CC Yw
Figure i. Axis systems, showing direction and sense of force and











_GU_, 2 - GE_R.&L ARRANGE_r_rC1_ OF ORHI_]T__kDDEL
_I_JRE 3 = LOCATION OF GRIT ON _DEL
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I _ i , t i J
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il U t i
i { L j i I _ _,i
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
DATA _,ET _','?,i_Ol_ CG"Nr _b.LIR_'ZON OE._CRIPTZON _II_T_ R_F'_R_NC_ INfOrMATION
(CT,z,Ic's_ _.,, 15C,._(FA.]! Ni_R ATF ORB (_LC_DIFX_I) O,OOO ._R_V "_._._.'.._I 3Q._N.
(C1"_2:0S" Z_ Hs_}5 (FAS_ NAR ATP OR_ (B_,CIDIFIM_) C',t_E_} 0.0OO _-REF ;_.lO_._ I_.
YHRP O,OO0_ ;N.
", ZMRP _oG_Q r. IN.
SCALE Q. 0I_4_O






























































































































































4 J J * * I + i I I * i i * i * i I * * i * i I * i J i * i i , i i i i I I I I I I J i
-O.e. S 0 S SO tS IO 2S 30 35 40 45 SO 55 GO 65 ?0
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
OATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION OESCRIPTION B_TA REFERENCE INFORMATION
(CTGIOS) _) MS55(_A_) NAR ATP ORB (BtC%DIF_M_) O,OOO SR_F ?.41_0 SG*IN*
(CTe2Os) /_ MSSS(FA3) NAR &TP ORB (BiC_DtF%HI} (WIEt) O.OOO LREF 2*%Q2G IN,














O8 Ill fill 1111 lsim Jell fill llJl illl fill lllJ SilJ Ill i- .
- s O 5 tO 15 10 25 SO 55 40 4S 50 55 Q0 +5 ?0
kNGLE OF ATTACK, kLPHko OEGREES
OATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION OESCRIPTION BETA _EF_R[NCE XNFORMATIOI4
(C?_tOS) _'_ M555(fA3) NAR ATP OR_ (BICtOtF_H1} 0o000 _REF ?.41g0 SQ.IN+
(C76ZOS) 7_ M555(FA3) N&R ATP ORB (BlClOIFIMl} (Wt£1) 0,000 LR_F Z.IOZ0 IN.









*lQ ¢ f ; r _ f ! !
*|l
-°IS
-°IQ * * * J * * J ' , I i m m t i i _ i * * * * _ * J I J , J i * J * J , J i J * * • ,
- S O 5 _0 IS _0 25 50 3S 40 45 5D 55 60 _ 70
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
OATA SET SYMBOL C<_NFIOURATIC_J D_SC_PTtON BETA R_F_RENC_ INFO_HAT[ON(CT610S) _ HS55(FA3) NAR ATP ORB (_ICI01FSMI) O,OO0
(CTe20S} /._ MSSS(FA3) NAR ATP ORB (BICIOIFtM1) (WIEt) 0.000 LR_FSR_F ?.4199_.1029 IN.
SQ.I_.





MACH .60 PAGE 13
LONGITUOINALCHARACTERISTICSFORBODYBUILO-UP
.E@ f _ ; t f _ _ I F _ f ; f r _ ! ; f ; I f f f r-f q I ; ; t" I ; ¥ ; _ f _ ! ; ! I ! _ f 7 r r f I ; ! I I I _ f I ; f f I r
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W .OO _--di @I ....
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ANGLE OF ATTACK° ALPHAo DEGREES
DA?A SET _YI_OL C'ONP'IGUR,_T_ON BESCR][PT_O'N BE"_A ._E'EREi'ICE _NFORMA".,:,;,
(C_'6ZO.S) Z_ _4555{F_3) NAR P._'= ORB (_ICI01FIMI) {_1E_,) 0_000 L_E.= _ .:_2C N.
¢C'M630_'_ 0 H555(FA_) NA_ ATP ORB (@I. ClDIF_;4i) {Wt_;_) {VXKIR_) 0.000 _E_ _.O_G_ _.
Z@IR_ O.OOO_ I_.
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ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
OATA S£T SYMbOl CO_I_I_URATION O_SCRIPTION BIOTA R_F_[R£NC£ IN_ORMATI')N
(C76105) _.J >1555(FA3) NAR ATP ORB (BICIDIFIMi) 0,000 _._F ?'.41_0 SQ.I_I
(C9'_20_.) _ M_;5(FA3) NAR ATP OF_B (81CIDIF'IMI} (WIE:I| 0.000 LR,_.F _*tO_C IN.
(C763oS) <_ M555(_A:_) NAR ATP ORB (_ICIDIIFIM1) (WIEI} (VIKIRI) 0.000 BR_F _..B30(_ IN.
XMRI _ _.4530 IN.
YMRI I Q. O_B08 IN.
ZMRP 0.0_00 IN.
$CAL_-. O.0040
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ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SIT !_YMBOL CONFIGURATION OESCRIPTION B_TA REFERENCE INFORHATION
(C'_6105) _ M555(FA3} NAR ATP ORB (BiCtOIFIMI) Q.OGO SREF ?.41g0 S(I.IN.
(C're_20S) T_ M555(I=A3) NAR ATP ORB (BtC2DIFIMI) (WIE1) 0.000 LREF ;_.10_0 lit.
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ANGLE OF ATTAC_, ALPHA, DEGREES
DATA S_T SYMB_ CON_IGURAT_ OESCRIPTI_ B_TA R_FER_RC_ INFORMATION
(C_elQS) _ _5S(FA_) NAR ATP ORB (BICiDIFIM%) 0,_00 BR_F ?._190
(C_6_0S) _ M_55 (FA_} NAR ATP ORB (BICIOI_IM%) (WIll) _,OOQ LR{F _,I_ IN.
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ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SIT SYMBOL CONFIGURATION O_BCRIPTIC)N 9_TA REFERENCE I_FORHATIOH
((7610S) _ H555(FA3) NAR ATP ORB (BICIOIFIHI) °*000 BR_F ?.4$BQ B_,II_*
(¢?_Z05) L_ H55_IFA3) NAR ATP ORB (BICIOI_IH$) (WIEI) 0,000 LREF" !.1020 I_*
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
DATA gET _YM@_ C_IGURATI_ DESCRIPTI_ @ETA REFERENCE INFORMATION
(C7_105) _ _5(FA3) NAR ATP _B (BIC_DIFIM_} _.000 SREF _._190
(c_6205) _ _SS(_A3} NAR ATP ORB (@tCiDIFtMI) (WlE1) 0.000 LREF _.1_ IN,
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ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
DATA S_T SYHB_ C_FIGURATI_ D_@CRIPTT_ BETA R_FERENC_ INFORMATION
(C7610S) _ M555(FA3) NAR ATP _B (_lClDIFIMI) O,OOO SREF ?.4190 _._N.
(C7620S) _ M_(FA3) NAR ATP ORB (_tClDIF1MI) (WI_I) 0.000 LR_F _.lO_O IN.
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- 5 O 5 10 iS ZO tS 3Q 3,5 40 45 SO 5S eO G5 ?o
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
DATA SET SYMB(_. CONFIGURATION OI[SCRIPTION BETA REFE_R_NC_ ]tNFORklAT]_ON
(c_'6105) _) MS55(lrA3} NAR ATP ORB (BICiOiFIM1) O.O00 SREF ?,419Q _Q.IN.
(C76Z05) _ M55_(FrA3) NAR ATP ORB {BtC_OIFIMI) (WIEI) 0.000 LR{F ;_.lO2O IN,
(CyG30S) 0 MSSg(FA_) NAR ATP ORB (BI($OSFtMI) (WIEI) (VIKIF_t) O.O00 _R_F 4.Q3QO IN,
XMRP 3.45_{] IN.
YNRP 0, OC_D(_ IN.
ZI4RP Q. O0_J{) IN,
@¢AL_ O.OU4Q
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ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
O_TA S_T SYMBOL CONFIGURATION D£$CRIPTI_ BETA _F'ER£NC£ |HPO_&T%CH
(CTG10S) _ MSSS(FAB) NAB ATP _B (BtC_DI_IH_) O.OBB _REF ?.41_
(C_O_) _ M5_S(FAB} NAR ATP ORB (BICIDIFIM_) (W1_1) O.O00 LRI_F B,%0_ IN.
(C_G_O$) _ MS55(FAB) NAB ATP ORB (BICIDI_IM_) (Wt_1) (VIK%R_) O,O00 BR_F 4._ _N,
XMRP 3o45_0 _N,
ZHRP B,OB_O iN,
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LIFT COEFFICIENT, CL
DATA SET SYMBOL C_IGURATI_ OESCRIPTI_ B_TA R_F[RENCE INFORMATION
(C?6%OS} _ M_55(_AS) NAR ATP _ (BICIOIFIMI) O.OOO SR_F 7.4190 S_,TN,
(C7620_) _ M555(_AS) NAR ATP _B (B%CSDI_IMS) {WI(_) O.OOO LR_F' 2.|ORO _N,
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
OATA SET SYNSOL CONFIGURATtON DESCRIPTION BETA ELEVTR A_LRON RUBFLR REFERENCE _NFORHAT]ON
(C?e$OS) _ M555(FA_) NAR ATP ORB (BICIOiFIMt) (WIEt) (VIKIRt) O.O00 0.000 $.QOO 10.000 $RE_ ?.4_9Q SQ.IN.
(C76S09) 2"_ HS55{FA$) NAR ATP OR$ (BiCtOtFiHI) (WlEI) (VIKtRt) 0.000 tO.Q00 0.000 10.000 LR£_ _.1020 tN.
(c?e$_1) _ M555(_A$) NAR ATR ORB (BICIBtFIH1) (WtEI) (VIKtR1) O.OOO -BO.OOO 0.000 10,000 BR£F 4,0300 IN.
(CT6$14) [] HSSS(FA$) NAR ATP ORB (BtCIDiF1Ht) (WtEI) (VIKIR1) O.OO0 -40.000 O,OOO 10.000 XHRP 3.4550 IN.
! YHRP 0.0000 IN.
ZHRP 0.0Q00 _No
SCALE 0.00a0
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ANGLE.OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
OATA S_T SYMB_ C_IGURATI_ _ESCRtPT|_ B_TA _L_VTR AtLR_ RUOFLR _R_NC_ _NFORHATION
(C?_30S) _ N55_(FA3) NAR ATP _B (BtCIOtFiHI) (_t£i) (VIK1Rt) 0,000 0.000 0._00 10.000 SREF _.a19_ _.IN.(C7_$09) M955(_A3_ NAR ATP _B (81CI01FIM1) (_IEI) (VIKIRI) 0.000 lO.OOO _.OoO 10.000 LREF _,102Q l_*
(¢76511) _ N595(FA3) NAR ATP _B (BtCIOiFt_t) (_EI) (VtKtRI) 0.000 -20,0O0 _.000 lO.O00
(c76_14) _ DATA NOT AVAILABL_ FOR A_L CONDIT[_$ 0,000 -40.000 O.OQO 10.000 BRI_FxHI_p 4,D300_.4530 iN.IN,
Y_I_ O.O000 IN.
• C_L_ O*OOaQ
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ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SIT _YMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTIC>N BETA [L[VTR AILRON RUDFLR RE_R[NCE INFORMATION
I¢7630S) _ MItI(FA_I NAR ATP ORB (BICID1FIMi) (WIEI) (VtKIRt) 0.000 0.000 O,OOO 10.000 SR_F ?.4190 SQ.IN.
(¢_6S09) /_ N555(FA3) NAR AlP ORB (BICIOIFIMI) (W111) (VIKIRI) O.OOO 10.000 O.O00 lO.OOO LRE_ 1.1020 IN.
IC?6@II) _ M555(FA3) NAR ATP ORB (BI(IOtFtMI) (WIll) (VIK1R1) 0,000 -20,000 _,000 10.000 BREF 4,0300 IN,
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ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, OEGREES
DATA SET SYMB<_. CONF%GURATION DESCRIPTION BETA ELEVTR AILRON RUDFLR REFERENCE INFORMAT%ON
¢¢Te30S) _ N55S(FA3) NAR ATP ORB (BICIOIFtM1) (WIE1) (VIKIR_) O.ODD O.O00 O.OOO 10.000 SREF T.41_0 SO.IN.
(C?eS09) _ HS55(FA3) NAR ATP ORB (81C101FIMI} (W1£1) (Vl_IRl) O.OOO 10.000 O.ODQ 1O.OO0 LR£F 2.1D_0 IN,
(C,eSlt_ _ NSS_!_A3} NAR ATP ORB (BICIOIFIHI} (_1Et) (VIKtR1) O.OOO -2D.O00 0.000 10,000 BR[F 4.0300 IN



































































































































































































































































































































• _ll Jill I_1 IlJl Illl IJlJ JJJl Jill Ilt_lllJl 1_
- S 0 $ tO IS 20 _5 30 _5 4Q 45 5G 55 °0 G5 _0
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
OATA $_T SYHB_ CONFIGURATI_ OESC_IPTI_ BETA _LEVTR A_LR_ RUDFLR _FE_RENC_ tNFORMATION
¢¢7630S) _ MS55(FA3) NAR ATP ORB (B_CIOI_2_I) (_t£1) (VtK2RI1 O.OOO 0.000 O.OOO 10.000 SR_ _.41_O S_.iN.
¢C_SOg) _ M55_(FA3) NAR ATP ORB (B_C%OIF_M1) (W_I) (VIKIRll 0,000 _O.OOO O.O00 10,00O LR_ 2.10Z_ _N,
¢c_e_11) _ M555(_A3) _AR ATP OR_ (B$C$OIFIH_) (W2£1) (VIK%R_I 0.00_ -_.000 O.OOO 10.00_ BR_ 4.O3C0 _N.
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ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
OATA SET _YMB<_L CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA ELEVTR AILRON RUDFLR ]tE_ERENCE INFORMATION
(c7630s) _ M555(FA3) NAR ATP ORB (B1CIOI_tMi) IWIEt} (VIKtR}) O.OO0 OoOO0 O.O00 iG.O00 SRt:F ?.41g0 SQ.IN.
(C?6SOg} Z_ H_55(EA3) NAR ATP ORB (BICIOtF1Mi)(W1£1}(VIKtRt) O.OOO tO.O00 O,OOO iO.O00 LR_F Z.1020 _N.
(c?6sil) _ M555(FA3) NAR ATP ORB (CIEtDiFIMi) (WIE1} (VtKiRi) 0.000 -20.OOO 0.000 10.000 BR_F 4o03_0 IN,
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ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
DATA SET _YM60¢. CONFIGURATION OESCRIPTI_ BETA EL_VTR AILRON RUOFLR L_ERENC[ IN_ORMATI_N
(C7630S) _ M555(_A3) NAR ATP ORB (BI¢IDI_IN$) (WtEt) (VtKIRI) O°DOO O.DOD 0°000 10.000 S_E_ 7.419D SQ.[N.
(C76509) _ M555(FA3} NAR ATP ORB (BICIDIFIMt) (Wt£1) (VtKIRI) O°OO0 tO*ODD O,OOO tDoDO0 LREF 2._0_0 IN.
(C76Stl) _ M555(FA3} NAR ATP OR8 (BICtDIFtMt) (WIEt) (VIKI_l) Q.OQO -20.00O 0.000 1O°OOO BREF 4.0_00 IN.
(¢Ye_14) U DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR AL_ CONDITIONS 0.000 -40.ODD O.OOO 1D.ODO X_P _.453o IN.
Y_P D.OO00 IN,
SCAL_ 0.004O
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ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
DATA sE'r SYMBOL CONFIGURATION D£SCRIPT_ON B£TA £L_V'_ AILRON RUOFLR R_IrER£NC£ IMFORMATION
(CT630S) _ MSSg(FA3) NAR ATP ORB (_%C%01F'IHI) (W1¢'_} (V_KIRI} 0,000 (}.QO0 O.OQO _O.OOO SF(EF ?.41!30 s_,. _N.
(¢?6s09) L_ M535(PA3) NAR ATP ORB (_IC_.I)IFIM1) (WiF-i) (VIKIRI} Q.O_3Q iO.OOO 0,_00 10.O00 LREF _.1O_0 IN.
(C?(_S_I) _ H559(FA3) NAR ATP ORB _BICIOIFIM2) (',¢$Et) (VIKIR2) Q,QO0 _._(_*OOO 0._00 20.000 _R_F 4,0_OO "_N.
(C'r(_$Z4) L.J H555(FA:_) NAR ATP ORB (BtCI._F_.HI) (W1£1.) CVIIK_.R1) _.0_0 -,_O,O(:}D _.OOO lO,OOO XHRP " 3.453(_ IN.
YHRP 0.0000 IN.
ZHRP Q. _[_00 lhI,
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EFFECTOF FULLELEVATORDEFLECTIONON BASELINECONFIGURATION
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ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, OEGREES
OAT/_ _ET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION OESCRIPTION B{TA EL_VTR &ILRON RUDFLR REF{R_NCE INFORMATION
(C7¢305} _ M55S(FA3) NAB ATP ORB (BICIDIFIMI} (WIEI} {VIKIRt) B,BBO B.OOB O.OOO %13,1_0B SB_F ?.41_0 ${I,IN.
(C_'6S09) Z_ M555 (FA_} NAR ATP ORB (B$¢IOtF1M1} (W1£1) (VIKIR1) O,OOO 10.000 O,OO0 lO,OO0 LR£F 2.207ZQ I_.
(C'r6S11) _ M555(FAB) NAB ATP ORB (BICIOtF%M1} (Wll[t) (VSKIRI} O,OOO -BO,OOB OoBBO IB,OOB BREF 4.O_O0 II_.
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ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, OEGREES
OATA S_T $YMBO(- CeJ_NFIGURATION D_SCRIPTION B_T& _I._VTR AILRON RUOFLR REREREN_ INFORMAT|ON
(c?qs3o$) _ M_55(F&3) NAR ATP ORB (BiC%O1F'IMt) (Wll[t) (VIK_RI) 0,000 O,OOO 0,000 'iO,O00 _,RE'F ?,a%$D
(C76_09) L_ MS55(FA3) NAR ATR ORB (BICIDtFtMt) (WIEI) (VI_IRt) 0,000 _O.OOO 0.000 iO,O00 LREF 2.%0_0 IN.
(C?6SII) _ M5551FA3) N&R ATP (_RB (BICiDIFIMI) (Will) (VIK%R_) 0o000 -_0.000 O.O00 iO.O00 BREF 4.0_00 I_.
(C76S14) U M$_StFA3) NAR ATP OR8 (BICiDIF'IM_) {W1£1) (Vt_iRi) O,O00 -_O,O0_ O,ODO iO,O(]O XhR_ 3,45_0 _N.
YMRP 0.0000 IN.
ZIqRP ! O.OoO0 IN .
SCALI_ _.. 004 0
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- S ° 5 tO IB tO _5 3Q 35 40 45 50 SS QD eS TQ
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, OEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA ELEVTR AILRON RUOFLR R_FERENCE INFORMATION
(c?e_os) _ MSSS(FA3) NAR ATP ORB (BiCiOIFIH%) (Will) (VIKtRI) B.DQO 0,00Q 0°000 10,000 SR_F ?°4190 $Q.IN.
(c7es09) Z._ M555(FA3) NAR ATP ORB (01C101FIM1) (W2¢1) (VIKiRt) 0.000 10.000 0.000 10.000 LR_F 2._020 _N.
(CT6S_I) _ H555(FAB) NAR ATP ORB (BI¢ID1FtHI) (WIEI) (VIKtRI) 0.000 -20.000 0°000 10.000 BRIEF 4,01o0
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ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
OATA S£T SYMB_ ¢_FI_URATI_ OESCRIPTI_ BETA _EVTR A|LR_ RUDFLR R_F£R_NC£ INFORMATION
(C7650S) _ M555(_A31 NAR ATP ORB (BICIDIFIM%) (WIEI) (VIK_RI) O.BO0 B.BOB B,BGQ IB,OBB SR_F ?.4_90 $_.IN.
¢C_S09) _ MSÜ_(_A3) NAR ATP ORB (BICtDIFIM%) (WIEI) (V_K%RI) O.BBB IB.BB_ Q,_BQ IO.BBB LR_F _.IB_ IN.
(¢?es*l) _ N559(FA_) NAR ATP ORB (BICIDIFIM_) (WIll) (VIKIR%} B.B_B -BB.BB_ B.OBO IO.BBO BR_ 4.B3_0 IN.


























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































- !S O IS IO t5 2Q _IS 3(] :SIS 40 45 50 IS5 60 DIS TO
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
DATA SET SYM60L CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA _L[VTR AILRON RUI_FLR REFERENCE INFORMATION
(C?(S_OS) _ M555(FAS) NAR AlP ORO (81CIOIFIMI) (WIEII (VIKIRI) O.OOO O.OOO 0.000 IO.QQG _REF" ?.412) D S,;I• IN.
(C76S09) L_ MS55(FA3} NAR ATP ORB (DICIOIFIMI} (WIEI) (VIKIRI) O.(]O0 lO,O00 O.OOO 10,000 LREF I,IDZD IN,
(¢_6Stl) _ MS55(IrA3) NAR ATP (_RIB (BICIDIFIHI) (Wltl_ (VIKSRI) O.DO0 -2O,DOD O,OOO tO*DOD BREF' 4.O_DQ [No
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- S 0 S _0 15 aO 2S 30 3S 4(] 45 51) 5S 60 _ I"0
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
OATA SET SYM_(_ CONFIGURATION OESCRIPTION B[TA _LEVTR AILRON RUOFLR REIFI[RENC_ INF(}RM_TION
((:1'_30_) _ MSSS(FA3) NAR ATP ORB (BICIOIFIMI) (WIE1) (VtKlr_l) 0.000 0.000 O.O00 _(}.0(:10 $i_£_" ?.419_ S_.IN.
(eyes09) L_ M_$55(FA3) NAR ATP ORB (BtCIOtFIMt) (W_£1} (Vt_IR1) 0,000 10.000 0.000 10.000 LREF Z.tO;_O IN.
(C7e$11) _ MS_5(leA3) NAR ATP ORB (IBtC_O_FIMt) (_1_[1) (V|K1Rt) 0,00(] -;_0.000 0.000 tO.OQO BR_ 4.0"JO_ IN.
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Li lie iii Ptl ill III L JLI ,I
Q'Q6-_. -0 4. -0,2 O,G 0,2 0,4 0,6 0,6 _oO 1_._ t.4 _.,6
LIFT COEFFICIENT, CL
OATA BET SYMBOL C_FIGURATI_ OESCRIPTI_ B_TA _LEVTR AILR_ RU_FLR RE_(RENC_ INFORMA?ION
(C?630Bl _ MBBB(FA3) NAB AlP _B (BtCIOIFIM[) (WIll) (VIKIR1) O.BOQ O.QO0 O.BOB IO,OBO SR_ ?.4190 S_.|N.
(¢_6_09) _ MBBBCFA_} NAB ATP _B (BICtOIFiM_) (WIEt) (VIKiRI) 0.000 iO.BBB O.OOO tO,BOO LR(_ 2.1020 IN.
(¢76StI) _ MSBB(FA3) NAB ATP _B (BtCIOtFIMI) (W%E%) (VIKIR1) O.QO0 -2OoBBB O.OOB 10.OGB BR_F 4.BIOO IN.



































iii iii iii Ill Ill IJ *1 ii Jl iii i
0._ 6 -0.4 -0._ O.O 0;_ G.4 0.6 O,8 1.Q to2 t.4 | 6
- o •
LIFT COEFFICIENT, CL
DATA S_T SYHBOL CONFIGURATI<)N OESCRIPTION B_TA EL[VTR AILRC_N RUOFLR R_FERENC[ INF_RMATIO_
(C_e3OS) _ H5_S(FA3) NAR ATP ORB (BICIDIFIMI) (WIEI| (VIKtR1) 0.000 O,O00 O.OQO tO.O00 SRI_F ?.4190 SQ,[N.
(¢76509_ _ H555(Fk3} NAR ATP ORB (BICIOIFIH1) (W1E1) (VtKIR1) QoOOQ 10,000 O.QQO tO.O00 LRI_F ZolO20 IN.
(C76S11) _ N55S(FA3} NAR ATP ORB (St¢101FIH1) (WI[1)¢VIKIRI) 0.000 -20.000 O.OOO IO.QO0 BRIEF 4.0_00 _N.
(¢76S!4_ _ OATA NOT AVA[LA_L£ FOR A_L _(_IO_T_ON_ 0.000 -40.000 _.000 tO,OQO X_RP 3.45_0 _N.
YMRP O.DOQO IN,
ZHRP O.D_O0 _N,














































































































































_o_ All IIJ II iIJ _1 ill Lit ill JJ_
-_ -0.4 -0.2 0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 t.O _.2 1.,_ SoO
LIFT COEFFICIENT, CL
OATA SET 5YHB_ C_FIGURAT_ OESCRIPTt_ BETA _LEVTR AtLR_ RUD_LR REFERENCE INFORMAT_C,N
(C76_01) _ M555(FA3) NAR ATP _B (BlC$DIFIHI) (W1_1) (VIKIRI) 0.000 0.000 0.000 10.000 SR£_ 7.4190 $Q.|N.
cC?eS09) _ NSgS(FA3) NAR ATP _8 (BtCtDIFIH1) (WtEt) (VIKIRt) O.0OD 10.000 0.000 10.000 LR£F 2.102_ IN.
(C7_$11) _ H555(_A_) NAR ATP _B (BICSD_FIM1)_(WI_I) (VIKIRt) 0.000 -20.000 0.000 10.000 BREF _ 4.0_00 IN_
(C76S14) _ N@55(FA3) NAR ATP _B (81CtOSFIM1) (WSE1) (VIKIRt) 0.000 -40.000 0.000 10.000 XMRP 3.40_0 IN,
YMRP 0.0000 IN.
SCAL_ 0.0040
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I.4
m J a , , J , , t i , , m m i J f i i , J i i i _ i ! J J I . _ j , j i , i |06
- o
--*e --.9 --.4 -.3 --.2 --*S .O ol .Z ._ .4 *S .6
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT, CLM
OATA SET SYMB_ C_F%GU_ATION DESCRIPTION B£TA _L_VTR AILRON RUDFL_ (_F£R£NC£ INFORMATIOH
((76_05) _ W555(_A_) NAR ATP ORB (BiCIDtFtMi) (W$£1) (VIKIRt) O.OOO O.OO0 O.OO0 10.000 $R_F ?.4190 SQ* [No
(C?6S09) _ WS55(FA3) NAR AlP _B (Bt(IDIFIMt) (W1[1)(VIKIRt) 0.000 IO.OQO 0.000 IO.OOQ LR_F _.t020 IN.
((76slt) _ NSSS(F_}) NAR ATP _B (BtC%D%F_MI) (W$[%) (VIKIR|) O,DO0 -2Q.QO0 D.QQO tO.000 BR_F 4.0300 IN.
(C7SS14) [] OATA NOT AVAILAeL£ _ ALL CONOITIONS _.000 -40.000 0.000 I0.000 XMRP 3.4930 _N.
ZMI_P O.OO_O IN.
5¢&_[ 0.0040

















































































































































































































































































































































































































































- 5 0 S _0 IS 2Q _S 30 35 4Q 45 SQ SS eO S5 TO
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CCbNFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA _BDELV RUDFLR REFERENCE INFORMATION
(C?e30$) _) M55$(rA3) NAR ATP ORB (BICiDtFIHi) (WIEl} (VIKtRI) 0.000 0.000 10,000 SREF ?.4190 $Q.IN.
(C76S1_} L_ M555(FA3) NAR ATP ORB (BICtOIFIHi) (WIE1} (VI_%R1) O.OOO -_Q.OQQ tO.O00 LREF _.10_0 IN.
BRE_ 4.0300 IN.
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- S 0 S lO IS tO _5 5Q 35 40 45 SO 55 60 65 TO
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
OITA S{T SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION B{TA OBOELV RUDFLR R_FER_NCE INF_RHATION
(CY630S} _'_ MS55(FA3) NAR ATP ORB (BICIDIF_M1) (_1£1) (VIRIR1} O,DQO O,OOO lO.O00 SREF ?o4190 SQ, IN.
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__1_ 2111 IlJl IfJJ IBII iJl_ llJi ilil Jill Illf IIIJ JllJ IlJJ
- @ 0 9 10 t@ 20 E@ B_ 3@ 40 4S 50 55 6@ G@ T{)
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMB_ C_FIGURATI_ OESCRIPTI_ BETA _OELV RUOFLR REFERENCE INFORMATION
(CTO3OS) _ M555(FA3) NAR ATP _e (BICID1FIM_) (W1EI) (V|KIRi} OoQO0 O._OO IQ.OO0 SREF ?.419_ SQ.IN.

















































































































































































































































































, , , , , * J I * J J i i * _ i i * , i , , i J i i i i i i i J i i * i i i i * i * i , * i , I
-.80
- I O 5 tO t5 _O iS 5Q 55 40 45 SO SS 60 65 YO
ANGLE OF ATT^CK, ALPHA, DEGREES
OATA SIT SYMBOt. CONFIGURATZO_ OESCRIPTION BETA _O[LV RUDFLR R[FERENCE INFORMATION
(C7630_) C_ M555(WA3_ NAR ATP ORB (BtCtOIFIMt) (WtEI) (VIKIR2) 0.000 0.000 10.000 SR£F ?.4t90 SQ.IN.
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i [ "i a i i J I i i i i i I I i i i i i i J I I i i i I i i J i i I i i t I i i J i i J i l_kx_. 1 ;k .;_ .J
-o2Q
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, OEGREES
DATA t_T SYMBOL C_FIGURATI_ OESCRIPTI_ BETA _DEL¥ RUOFLR REFERENC_ INFORMATION
(CT6305) _ M555(FA3) NAR ATP ORB (_lClOl_lHl) (WIll) (VIKIRI) O,OOQ 0.000 lO.O00 SR_F 7,4190 $_.IN.


























































































































































































































































°60 * A z J * , , , • , , J * , | , ' ' • ° * * , i , * J , , , * , * m J * * i * . . a , , , i , , J • • • . ......
- S 0 5 tO _5 IO I5 50 _5 " 40 45 50 55 60 65 70
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
DATA S_T SYMBC_- CONFZGURATION OESCRIPTION 8[TA _OELV RUOFLR R_F_R_NCE INFORMATIOt_
(CT660S) _ H55S(F45} NAR ATP ORB (81CI01FIMI) (WiE1) (V1K1RI) O.ODO 0.000 IO.OO0 SRI_F ?.4190 _._N.

































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































.*_i .,,. III. ,in, ,,i, i_J, i,l| liiillill l,i, l*lJ l*lloe- °
- S 0 S IO tS ZO IS 30 35 40 4S 30 5_ QD QS 70
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL, CONF_GURAT[OM O[SCRTPTtON B_TA ORO[LV RUDFLR _[FERENCE INFORMATtON
(CTe3OS) 0 MSSSIFA3} NAR ATP ORB (BtC1DIFIMI) (W1Et) (VIKIR1) 0.000 Q.ODO t0.000 SR£F ?.4t9Q S_*TN.
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lall Ilia i11. iiii .=11 i,ii ipll i1.1 s,ii llll alll i1,: ii1_ iiii ,,I0,0
- S 0 5 %0 15 20 t5 30 3S 40 45 50 $5 _0 _ 7_
ANGLE Of ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
OATA S_T SYMBOL C_FIGURA¥%_ D_$CRIPTI_ B£TA O_D£LV RUDFLR R£_R£NC£ INFORHAT_ON
(CTeSQS) 0 M55_(FA3) NAR ATP _B (BICtOIFIH1) (W1_1) (VIKl_l) OoOOO O.O00 _O.O00 SR_F ?.4590 _._.
















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































_ , _ , • J J t J i J : J i i J J J m i i i i J , J i * j J * J , J | , _ , _ i _ | * i * ,
- ! O S tO IS 20 E5 3Q 35 40 45 SO SS QO _.5 I'0
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL ¢ONVlGURATION DESCRIPTION BlrTk OBOELV RUDFLR RE_ERENCE INFORMATION
(C76_.o$) _) M_55IFA3) NAR ATP OR8 (81CIOIFIHI) (WI£1} ¢VIKIRI) O.O00 O.OO0 I0.000 $REF "f.llgG $Q.IN.
(CTISIT) _ HSSSCFA3) N&R ATP OT_B (BIClDIFIMI) (WIEII (VIKIRI) 0.000 -2Q.O00 IO.QO0 LREF I.I0_0 IN.
_SREF 4.03Q0 IN.
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EFFECTOF OUTBOARDONLYELEVATORDEFLECTIONSONBASELINECONFIGURATION

















.0 I i I i d d _ _ i i i a D I I J J m J I i d _ u
- 5 0 5 %0 tS tO 25 3G _5 40 45 SO $5 60 _65 TO
ANGLE OF ATTACK° ALPHA, DEGREES
OATA _T SYMB_ C_GURATt_ O_SCR[PTX_ _TA _O_LV _UOF_R R_R_N_ |_ORMAT_N
(C_O_) _ _5_5(FA3) NAR ATP _8 (81C101Ft_1 (Will) (VIKIR1) O.OOO 0.000 10.000 $R_F _.41g0 S_.%N.
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0.o , , , , , i , i i i . . * , * * t * . . t * L i * , I i J J , , • i * ., I i i J , , i i i t i i i i * , , , i. _ i _
- 5 O 5 tO $5 20 25. _Q 35 4Q 45 50 5S GO Q_ 1'0
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
DATA ${T SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA OBO_'LV RtJDFLR REFERENCE INFORMATION
(C?(S_OS) _ H555(FA_) NAR ATP ORB (BiCIDtFiMI) (W%_,) I_t_1R1) O,DO0 I},1300 tO.OOD $REF ?.4_0 $Q.IN,
(C_,¢5_1T} _ N555(FA3) NAR ATP ORB (BIC$O_FIM$} (W1_$) (VSKIR$) 0,(}0(} -_(],O00 $D,D(]Q t, REF _.10_0 IN,
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EFFECTOFOUTBOARDONLYELEVATORDEFLECTIONSONBASELINECONFIGURATION
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o t _ !
+ i t ' + io.z i I
ODD
- _ 0 5 ID 15 20 25 30 35 40 4_ SO $5 _0 6S _0
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
DATA SET S_HB_ C_FI_URATI_ DESCRIPTI_ BETA O_DELV RUOFLR REFERENCE INFORMATION
((_630S) _ H555(_A3) NAR ATP _B (BICIDIFIHt) (W1£1)(VI_IRI} 0.000 O.OQO _0.O_0 SREF ?.41go gQ.IN,






HACH 4.9B PAGE iG8
EFFECTOFOUTBOARDONLYELEVATORDEFLECTIONSONBASELINECONFIGURATION








o.__ .e -o.4 -o._ 0.0 0.2 0.4 O.e 0.8 1.o 1.2 t.4 •.•
LIFT COEFFICIENT, CL
OATA SET @YI4B_ C_FIGURATI_ DESCRIPTI_ BETA _D_LV RUDFLR R_F_R[NC[ INFORMATION
(C2630S) _ H555(FA3} NAR ATP _B (BI(tD_FIN1) (W_l) (VtKIRI) O.OQO O.O_O _O,O00 SR_F 7.4190 _Q, [No












































































































































- /m_ Q.euD Q.e
,/Q°4
0.2 j
ii I I all Iii ii ii I iii ill I LLA
Q" -0.4 -0.2 O.O O.t O.4 Q.Q O.6 ,.Q 1.! 1.4 _.Q
LIFT COEFFICIENT, CL
OATA SET SYMBOL C_FIGURATI_ OESCRIPTI_ 8_TA _D_LV RUDFLR REFERENC_ INFORMATION
(c?e3os) _ M555(FA3) NAR ATP _B (BICIOiFiMi) (WIE1)(VIKIRi) O.QOQ O.QOQ tO.OQO SREF ?.419Q SQ.I_.
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_1_ IJd" illl Jill. Illl _llt ilof lit ill Iii i ........ _
- s o s 10 Is EO IS SQ 15 40 45 So IS 60 QS ?_
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
DATA S_T SYMBOL C_IGURATI_ OIICRIPTI_ BtTA ILEVTR AILR_ RUDFLR RE_E_ENCE INFORMATION
(C_30S) _ M555(FA3) NAR ATP _9 (BICIDIFIMII (WIEt_ (VIKI_I) Q,00O O*QaO 0.000 |Q.OOQ SR_F ?.4t9_
(CT_$19}! _ _555(FA3) NAR ATP _I (BICIDIF1MI) (WIEt) (Vl_l_l) O,OQQ O,OQO I0,0_ lO,OO_ _REF l,l_O IN.
X_RP _.41_0 IN.
Z_RP o.o oo IN.
SCALE _.0_40




















































































































































































, i i J i J i i i i t i 4 I J i i I J J J * * + i + i m * i I i * i i J i _ J * I * i J I I | L_
-.s
- @ 0 @ 10 l@ 20 _B 5O 3S 40 4S BG 55 60 @5 70
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, OEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA _LEVTR AILRCR4 RUDFLR REFERENCE INFQRM_TION
(CTeSOS) _ M555(FA3) NAR ATP ORB (BiCtDtFIMI) (_1E1) (VIZIR1) O.OOO 0,000 0.000 tO.OOQ SRE_ ?.4190 5Q,IN_









































































































































































o 8 i i * J , , , i m J i J i i J j , i * i _ m m i , i , J i i I r I i r i , t , , , J i J J , J J
- *- s o s ,o 15 IO 15 3o 35 40 45 5o $5 Io Qg ,o
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
DATA S_T SYMBCH- CC4NIFIGURATION OESCRIPT|C_4 BETA _L_VTR AILRCN RU_FLR RE_F_RENCE INFORMATION
(c_eSOS) _ NSSS(FAS) NAR ATP ORB (81ClDIFtMI) (WIE1) (VIK1Ri) 0.000 O.OO0 0.000 t0.000 SREF ?.4190 SQ.IN.
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EFFECTOFFULLAILERONDEFLECTIONWITHBASELINECONFIGURATION
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...... i ..,iJ Jill llll _ll iIi IJi _ll JII Jill JIJ_ iii i1.
-0.8 - @ O @ 10 _@ tO 25 30 35 40 4S 50 05 eO G5 ?O
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL C_FIGURATI_ OESCRIPTI_ BETA ELEVTR AILRON RUOFLR REFERENCE INFORMATION
¢C?@30S) _ MSSS(FA3) NAR ATP _B (BICIOIFIMI) (WIE_) (VIKIR1) O°O00 O.OOO 0.000 tO.BOB SREF 7o419G
_Q,IN.












1 i i , i * I , * , * , * * i * * * * J * i * I , f I I i i i * i * I J i * J i i i , i i * i ,
-0.8. S O S tO tS 20 25 30 35 46 45 SO SS 60 e5 _O
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
OATA S{T SYMBOl_ CONFIGURATION D{S(RIPTION BETA tL{VTR AILR_N RUOFLR R{FER{N(£ INFORMATION
(CTG}OS) I_ M555(FA3} NAR ATP ORB (BI¢IOIFINI) (WlEI) (VIKIRI) 0.000 0.000 0.000 20.000 $REF ?.It00 SQ*IN.





































































































































































































































































































































































































j , j j I I i J I , * m | i J i J i i R J J , m J I * i I * m J * * I J * J J i , * i * * i i , , , i i J * J ,
-.°0
-- 5 O S tO iS tO 25 _0 _5 4° 45 SO 55 GO G5 TO
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
OATA SET SYMBOL. C_FIGURATI_ OESCRIPTZOt; BETA [_[VTR AILROt_ RUOFLR R_[RENC_ INFORMATIOH
(C?6SOS) _ MSS5(FA3) NAR ATP ORB (BICIOtFIMI) (W1£1) (VtKIRI) Q.O00 O.O00 O.DQG ID.OQQ SR£F" ?.41g0 SQ._I_.










































, , , i i m _ i J i , J , I , _ I J , i | t , J I I I i i J J m , I D m I B i * I i I i i _ i , i , m , I I I I I I ¢ I
-.lO
- s 0 S 10 tS tO tl _O _5 4° 4S $0 S_; QO Q5 70
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
DATA SET SYIqBOt. ((_N_IGURATI<_N OESCRIPTI_ B_T_ _EVTR AILR_N RUOFLR ||E_ER_NC_ INFORMATIO_
(C763QS} _ M555(FA_) NAR ATP (_RB (_ICI01FIMI} (WI_I) (VIKIRt} O.OOO O.OOO Q.O00 tO.DOO SR_V Y.4tgQ SQ._N.


























































































°oo J I , , , J , , , J , , i , , , ....
- s o s 1o 15 _o _5 30 _5 40 45 5Q 55 60 G5 _o
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
DATA SET SYMB(_. CONFIGURATION D[SCRIPTION BETA ELEVTR AILR_4 RUDFLR R[FER{NC_ INFORMA?ION
(C76_0S) _ M555(FA_) NAR ATP ORB (82CIDIFtHt) (Wilt) (VtKtR%) 0o000 O.QO0 0.000 10,000 SR_F ?.419Q SQ.IN.
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_l_ AIII a&ll I&ll IIII I]Jl I1_ Illl IIEJ LllJ IIJE IIII _Jll JlJl IJdJ I_
- $ Q S _Q IS 2Q 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 eO 6s _0
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
DATA SET $YMB_ C_FIGURATt_ O_$CRIPTI_ BETA ELEVTR AILR_ RUD_LR R_F_RENCE IN_ORHAT10N
(¢T_3OS) _ HS95(FA3) NAR ATP _ (BICIDtFtMI) {WIlt) {ViKIRI) 0o000 O.O00 0.OOQ 10_000 SR_F ?.4190 S_.I_°
































































































































































































































































































































































































































































O°O- 8 0 _S ILO t5 tO _5 3Q _S 40 45 SO SS 6Q 65 ?Q
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
OATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION Or$CRIPT_C)N BI[TA WLFVTR AILROhl RUOFLR _£FERENCE _NF'ORMAT](ON
(C76505) [*_'_ M555(F'A3) t4AR ATP ORB (=_tCIIDtF'tMI} (WIP'I) (VtKtRI) O.O00 0.000 Q.OOO 10.000 SREF" 1'.4%90 SQ._N.




ZIqRP Q, C3QGQ IN*
SCAL[ 0.0040
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- @ o s io t@ _O 2s 3Q _5 40 4S SO 55 GO @S T_
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
DATA S_T SYMD_ C_FIGURA?I_ O[S{RIPTION @ETA _L_VTR AILR_ RUOFLR R_F{R_NCE INFORMATIOe4
(C?@30S} _ W55S(_A3) NAR ATP _B (BiCIOSFIM%) (W%£t} (VIKIRt) O.ODO O.OQO D.DOO IO.OOO SR_F ?._$_0 S_.|N.
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ii III Ill III ,_1 III .I,
Q_.6-- -0.4 -Q._ Q.O Q,2 Q.4 0.6 Q.8 I.Q _._ 1.4 _oQ
LIFT COEFFICIENT, CL
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(C7630S) _) HSSS(FA3_ NAR ATP ORB (81CIOIFtM1) (WlEI)(VtKIR1) O.OOQ O.OO0 1Q.900 0.000 SR_F ?.419Q S_._N.
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ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
DATA, S£T 3YM6_ CON_IGURATICW_4 OESCRIPTI_ BETA _DAIL RUDFLR OBO£LV REF£REN¢_ INVORMATION
(C?e_o_) C_ MSSS(_A3) NAR ATP ORB (BI¢_OIFIMl) (W!£1) (VIKIR$) D,OQO O.OO0 10,000 O.OOO SR£_ ?.4190 _.IN.
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(CYe30$} _ M999(_A3) NAR ATP _e (BtCtDtFIMt) (WIEI) (VIKIR1) e.000 e.o00 to.oDD e.ooo $REF ?.4190 $Q.ZN.
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OATA SET SYMBOL CON_IGURATZON DESCRIPTION BETA (_SOAIL RUOFLR _OELV REFEREHCE INFORMATION
(CTe3OS) _) MSSS(FA3) NAR ATP ORB (BICtDIFIM1) (Wilt) (VIKIRt) O,OOO 0.9Q0 10.000 0.000 SREF ?.algO S_.INo
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ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
DATA SET SYMB_ C_FIGURATI_ OESCRIPTI_ BETA 08DAtL RUDFLR _O£LV R_F£R|ZNC£ INF_MATION
(CTe3oS) _ M555(F43) NAR &TP _B (BICtO_FIMI) (WI_t) (Vt_IR%) 0,000 0,00_ 10.000 0.0_0 SR£F ?.4190 B_.IN,
BR_F 4.0500 XN+
XMRP 3.4530 iN.
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ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL C@FIGURATICNN DESCRIPTIO_ B{TA _OAIL RUOFLR OBOELV REFERENCE INFORM&TION
(C1"6_0S) _ M555(_A3) NAR ATP ORB (@tCI01FIH_) (Wilt%) (VtKtRt} O.OO0 0.0130 10.000 O.DO@ _R£F ?._lgO SQ.IN.
(C76S_1) /._ HSSS(FA3} NAR ATF ORB (@tCtDIFtMt} (Will) (VIKtRt) 0.000 tO.OO@ t@.OOO @.@OD LREF 2.tO_O IN,
_REF 4.OSO0 IN.
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DATA SET SYHBOL C_FIGURATI_ DESCRIPTI_ BETA _DAIL RUOFLR OBOELV REFERENCE INFORMATION
(C7630S) _ HSSS(TA3) NAR ATP ORB (Bi¢IDtFIM1) (WtEt) (VIKtRi) Q.OOO O.OOO 10.000 O.OOO SR£F Y.4190 5Q,I_I.
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DATA S{T SYMB_ C_FIGURATIC'N O($CRIPTI(be4 BETA OBDAIL RUDFLR OBO[LV R£F_ENCE INFORMATION
(C76_0S) 0 MS,SIVA3} NAR ATP _B (BICtOIFtMi} {WIEI) (VIKtRI) 0.0a0 O.OQO t0.000 O.OGO SREF 7.4190 $Q.IN.
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OATA $£T S_MBCW_ CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION B[TA OBDAIL RUOFLR OBD_LV R_F£R£NC£ INFQRMATION
(¢7630S) _) H95_(FA_) NAR ATP ORB (BICIOIVIM1) (W112) (VIKIRI) O.OOO O.aO0 10.000 0.000 SR_F 7.41g0 _.[_.
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ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, OEGREES
DATA S_T SYMBOL C_FIGUBATI_ O[BCRIPTI_ BETA OROA|L RUOF_R OB_LV R_FERENCE INFORMATION
(ATe3OS) _ MSSS(FA3) NAR ATP ORB (R1CIDIFIMt) (WI[%) (VtKIRt) O,ORR Q,BOQ 1R.OO0 O,O_O $R_F _.4_9B $_.IN.
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ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
DATA SET SYMOOt. CONFIGURATION DESCRiPTiON B_TA O_OAIL RUDFLR OBDELV REFERENCE tN_O_HATtON
(A7_30S} _ H555(FA3) NAR ATP (_R_ (BtCIOIFIHI) (W1£1) (V$_|RI) 0°000 _,_0_ _0.000 _.000 SR£F ?.4_90 S_.IN.
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ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
OATA $_-Y SYMBOL CONFIGURATION OESCRIPTI<_N BIrTA OBOAII. RU:SFLR OBOE[LV RE;FER_NCE INFORMATION
(A'_'63Q_.) [_) M555(FA3) NAR ATP ORB (StC201FiM1) (W1£1I (VtKtRI) O.OOD O.OOO iO.OQD O.O00 SRE:F 7o4190 I_,Q+ II'l.
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ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
DATA SET SYM60L CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 6ETA OODAIL RUOFLR OBO_LV REFERENCE INFORMATION
(AT_051 [_ M555(FA3) NAR ATP OR6 (BICiDIFIHI) (_1E1) {VIKIRi) 6.060 Q.000 I0.000 6.000 $REF _.41g0 S_.IN.
(A?_S_I) _ _55_(FA3) NAR ATP ORQ (61CIDIFI_t) (_1E1) (VtKIRt) 0.000 _0.000 10._QD Q._O0 LREF _.t020 _N.
X_RP 3.4530 _N.
SCALE 6.0040
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OATA SET $YM'BOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION •ETA RUOOER RUOFLR REFERENCE INFO_HATION
(C?130S) _ HSSSI_A3) NAR ATP ORB IB1CIDIFLMI) (W1E1)(VtKtRI) O,O•O O,OOO lO.OO0 _REF 7.4190 _.IN.
(CT6S23) _ M555(_A3) NAR ATP ORB (•ICIDI_tMll (WtEI) (VIKIRI) O,OOO •.QO0 40.00• LREF 2.102Q IN*
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(C7630_) L_ M555(F_,3} NAR 4TP OR_ (B|CIOIF'IMI) (W1111) (VtKIRI) O.OOO 0.1:)00 iQ.OQQ SR_F ?.4teJO SQ.IN.
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ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
OATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATXON DtSCRIPTION BET& RUOO_R RUOFLR REF_R_NC_ _NFORHAT_ON
(C?e3oS) _ M555(_A3_ NAR AYP ORB (BICtDIF_M_) (W111) (VtKIRI_ O.OQO 0.000 lO.OOO SREF ?.41g0 SQ.IN*
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ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
DATA S_T SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION _ETA RUDDER RUOFLR RE_EB_NCE INFORMATION
(C763OS) _) MSSB(FA_) NAR ATP ORB (BICIDlriH_) (WIEi) (VIKIRt) O.OOO 0.000 1_.000 SREF 7.419D _.IN.
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(¢76305_ _ M95S(FA3) NAg ATP ORB (BtC101FIN_) (W1£I) (V1KiR1) 0,000 0.000 10.000 SREF _.4190 $_.I_1.
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DATA _T SYMB_ CONFIGURATION O[SCRIPTION B[TA RUOO_R RUDFLR R_F_RENC_ INFORMATIOR
(CTGSO$) _ M55_(FAS) NAR ATP _B (BICIOIFIMI) (W_EI) (VIKIR1} O.OOO O.QOD tO.ODO SR_ ?.4%9D $_.IN.
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¢C7_305) _ HS_SI_A3) NAR ATP ORB (BICIOIFIMt) {WIEI) (VIKIRI) O.OOQ 0.000 10.000 SR£F ?.4190 SG.tN.
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(C763OS) 0 NSSS(FA3) NAR ATP <;)RB (BICiOIFtMi) (WIE1) (VIKIR1) O.OOO O.O00 tO.OOQ SREF ?.4190 S_.IN.
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION OESCRIPTION 8ETA RUOOER RUDFLR R_FERENCE tNFORMATt<_'4
(C763DS) 0 MS55(FA5) NAR ATP ORB (BICIDIFIHt) (WIEi) (VIKIRI) 0.009 0.000 ta,O00 _REF ?.4190 S_.TN.
(C76523) L_ MSSS(FA3} NAR ATP ORB (alCIOIFIH$) {WtE1) (VtK_RI) O.DOQ O.OOO 40.000 LREF _.1020 _N.
BREF 4.030D _N.
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Z_RI I 0*0000 _No
SCALE 0. 0040
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(C76305) _ M555(FA3) NAR ATP OR_ (BiCIO2F_Mt) (WIEI) (VIKIRt) 0.000 Q.O00 lO.OOO SR£F ".4190 SQ.ll_.






HACH 1.97 PAGE 388
EFFECIOFRUDDERFLAREWITHBASELINECONFIGUR^TION








0 o .4 -O.Z 0.0 O.t 0.4 O.6 0.8 t.0 IL._ 1.4 I_.Q
LIFT COEFFICIENT. CL
DATA S_T $YMD_ C_rlGURATI_ D[SCRIPTI_ 9ETA RUDDER RUDFLR R_F_RENCt IN_MATI_N
(C_I30S) _ NSSS(FA3) NAR ATP _B (BICtOt_|N_) (W1_1} (V$KtRI} O*OOG O*QO0 20.000 SR_ ?.4tgO Sq. IN*
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ANGLE (3F ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
OATA SET SYN_<_. CONFIGURAT|Ot4 DESCRIPTZ(:_N B_TA RUOO_R RUDFLR I_EFERI[NC[ |NFORMATI_
(ATeSOS) 0 HS55(FA33 NAR ATP <)R8 (81¢20%F'I_Ht) (W1111) (ViKiR1) OoQClO Q.DOQ 10.00Q SRE_F ?.4t_)a SQ.IN.
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- S 0 S lO tS ZO 25 30 3S 40 4S SO S5 60 6S TO
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
DATA gBT SYMBOL COt_IGURATI_ DE$CRIPTtOH BETA RUOO_R RUDFLR RBFERBNCE _NFORNATIOH
¢A7630$) C_ MSSS(WA3) NAR ATP ORB (BiCtOIFIM1) (WIEI) (VtKIRI) O.QO0 a. OQO 10.000 SRBF T.41gD _.tN.
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- 9 O lO II 20 2S 30 _9 4Q 45 IO l|l 6Q 65 TO
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
DATA sET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA RUOBER RUDFLR R_FERENCE IN_O_MAT_OH
(AY63BS) ,_ MS55{_A3) NAR ATP ORB (BICIDIFIMI) (WtEt) (ViKIRI_ O.O00 0.000 10.OOO SREF 7.4190 SQ+IN,
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ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, OEGREES
DATA S_T SYMBOL CONFIGURATION O£SCRIPTION 9ETA RUDI)ER RUDFLR RI_F_RENC£ ]_NFOR)._AT_ON
(C7e30S) _ MS55(F'A3) NAR ATP ORB (151C101FIH1) (WIF'I) (VIKIR1) 0.000 0.000 10.000 _.R£F ?.4%90 S_.TN.
(C7e$28) Z_ M555(FA3) NAR ATP ORB (BICSDtF1HI) (Wt£$) {VIKIRt) 0.000 15o000 10,000 LREF" 2.1020 IN.
(¢7653Z} (_, MSSgIFA3} NAR ATP ORB (BICtDIFIH1) (WI_'I) (VIKtRt} Q.QQO 1S.QQO 40,QOO BR£F 4.0_00 IN.
XMRP 3.,I,5110 IN.
YHRP O.O000 IN.
ZHRP (1o O00Q IN.
SCALI£ O°004O
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- S 0 S lO iS _0 15 30 _5 40 45 00 SS 60 05 70
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. OEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL C_FIGURATI_ DESCRIPTZ_ BETA RUODER RUDFLR REFERENCE INFORMATION
(C7e305) _ MSSS(FA3) NAR ATP ORB (8tCIOIFIMI) (WtEI) (VIKIRI) 0°000 0.000 10.000 SREF ?.4190 $Q.IN*
(C76$28) _ MS55(FA3) NAR ATP _B (BICIOtFIMI) (WIEI) (VIKIRt) 0.000 _5oO00 10.00Q LRE_ 2,1020 _N.























- 5 0 S _O iS _O tS 30 3S 40 4S 50 S5 QQ Q5 ?0
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
OATA SET SYMBOL. CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION SET& RUDDER RUOFLR RE:FERENCE INFORMATION
(¢T63qs) _1 MS95(FA3) NAR ATP ORB (BICIOiFIH1) (WlEI) (VIKIR1) O.O00 O.O00 tO.OQO SREF ?.4190 _G.Itt.
(c_6s28_ Z_ MS$S(FA3) NAR ATP ORB (BtCtOIFIHl_ (WIE1) (VtK1R1) O,O00 15.000 10.000 LR_F _.10_0 IN.
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ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
QATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATIO_I OESCRIPTIO_I BETA RUODER RUDFLR REFERENCE INFORMATION
(CT6_OS) [_ MS@5(VA3) NAR ATP OR8 (BICIOIFIM1) (W_l) (VIKIR1) 0.000 O.OQO IO.OQO SR_F ?o4190 SQ.IN.
(C7_$28) _ MS@5(FA3) NAR ATP ORB (@ICIDIFIMt) (WIll) (VIKIRI_ 0o000 15.Q00 IDo_O0 LR_F _*I_Q _.





MACH 4.96 PAGE 420
EFFECIOFRUDDERDEFLECTIONWITHBASELINECONFIGUR^TION
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° / -1_ Q.6 --klJ
LI-_..M Q.4 /aoe ....
Z
o @ J J I | , , , i J , m , . * . . i * i i i * * i i m * m I * , J i I i , * , i J , , I i i J i , _-_.L
- "- @ 0 I tO IS IO Z9 _O 39 4Q 45 SO 55 60 65 TQ
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL. C_FIGURATIOH OESCRIPTI_ BETA RUOD_R RUOFLR R_F_R_NC_ INFORMATION
(C7630S) _ M55@(FA3) NAR ATP ORB I_/ClOIFIMI) (WtEt) (VIK1R1) O.OOO O,OOO lo.ooa SR_F T.4190 SQ,IN.
(CY@SZ@) _'_ MS55{FA3) NAR ATP ORB IBICSDIFIMI) (WIEII (VIKIR%) QoQQO 15,060 I@.OQ@ LR[F Z.1_26 IN,
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-O,8 - S 0 S 10 t5 2Q 25 30 35 40 45 5Q SB Qg Sg TII
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
DATA SET gYMB(:_t- CONFIGURATION OESCR[PTION BETA RUOOER BUOFLR REFERENCE INFORMATION
(¢7e30s) _ MSSS(FA3) HAR ATP ORB (81C$OIFIH1) (WI£1_ (V_IRI_ O.OO0 O.OOO 10.000 SREF _.41g0 S_.IN.
(CTeSZB) /'_ MSSS(_A3) NAR &TP ORB (BICIDtFtMI) (WIEI_ (VIKIRt_ O.OO0 1_.000 lO.OOO LREF _.1Q20 1_.
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- 5 Q 5 AQ tS 2Q _5 50 35 4Q 4S Sg SS 6Q SS ?u
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
DATA SET SYMS(:_. CC'JINFIGURATION OESCRIPTI(_'_I BETA RUDDER RUDFLR REFERENCE INFORMATTC>_I
(¢T630S) _) M_SS(FA3) NAR ATP ORB (BICIOIFIMI) (WIEI) (VtK1Rt) 0.000 0.900 tO.090 SREF _.4190 SQ.I_,
(C_2m) /--_ _SS5(FA3) NAR ATP ORB (BICIDtFIMI) (WIEI) (VIK_R1) 0.000 15.000 lO.oOO LREF _.1020 IH.
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- S 0 S tO 15 20 _5 30 35 40 45 50 S5 60 65 To
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
OATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION O£SCRIPTI_ B£TA RUOOER RUOFLR R£F£R£NC£ INfORmATION
(C7630$) _) N55_(FA3) NAR ATP ORB (elCIOtFtHt} (WtEI| (VtK%RI) O.OOO 0.000 lO.OOO 5REF ?.4190 SQ.IN.
(C?SS28} /'_ M_55(_A3) NAR ATP ORB (BtCIOiFtMt) (W1_1)(VtKtR1) 0,000 15.000 10o000 LREF 2.10_0 IN.
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- S O S IO iS tO _S 30 3S 40 45 SQ S5 QO ns 1,o
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
DATA S_T SYMBOL CONFIGURATION OESCRIPTION BETA RUDDER RUDFLR REFERENCE INFORMATION
(CY_30S) _ M_SS(_A_) NAR ATP ORB (BICIOIFIH$) (W1£I) (Vl_IRI) O.O00 0.000 %0,000 SREF ?.4_9Q
_Q*%N.
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-0.6 _L L+!
-- S 0 5 IO SS 20 _S 30 35 40 4$ SO S5 IO QS _(I
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
DATA S_T SYMB_ C_NFIGURATI_ DESCRIPTION BETA R_OER RUOFLR R_FER_NCE INFORMATION
(¢_30s) _ _5_(FA3) NAR ATP _B (B_C101FIHI) (W1E1) (V/KtRI) 0.000 0.000 10.000 $RKF ?.41_0 S_.I_I.
(CTeS2S) _ M555(FA_) NAR ATP _B (BICIOIFIM_) (W111) (VIKIRI) O.O00 tS.O00 lO.O00 LR_F _.1020 IN.
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--0.6
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ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
DATA SET $YMBC4_ CC_N_IGURATIOt4 OESCR_PTIOH B_TA RUOOER R_LR REFERENCE tNFOR_aTIO_
(C76305_ _ M555(FA3) NAR ATP ORO (BIC101FtM_) (WlE1) (ViZiR1) 0.000 0.000 tO.O00 SREF ?.4tgo _.IN.
(CT6S_8_ _ NS_5(FA3) NAR ATP _B (BlCIOIFIHI) (_1E1) (VtKIRI) 0.000 15o000 iO.OO0 LREF 2.19_0 IN.
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EFFECTOF RUDDERDEFLECTIONWITHBASELINECONFIGURATION




- $ G S lO IS ED E5 SO 3$ 40 45 50 SB SO 15 YO
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL COt4FIGURATION DESCRIPT_O_ BETA RUDDER RUDFLR REVERENCE INFORMATION
(CTeSO_) _ H555(FAS) NAR ATP ORB (81CtDIFIMI) (WtEt) (VlKIR1) O.DO0 O,O00 10.000 SREF ?.41go $_.IN.
(E_6_2B) _ M555(FA3) NAR ATP ORB (81C101FIMI)(WIEIl(Vt_IRI) D.OOG _5.000 IO.OO0 LREF 2.1020 IN.
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EFFECTOFRUDDERDEFLECTIONWITHBASELINECONFIGURATION


















o.Q I_|' ,,I, .,i, 1,11 ,ll,l.llJ ,i,1 ,i,I ,,i, lllJ llJ I _,.lii iJll iii1]111
- @ @ @ 10 2@ 2@ 25 30 3@ 4@ 4S @0 55 @O @5 ?0
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
OATA SET SYM@_L CC4_FIGURATION OESCRIPTI_4_ @_TA RUDOER RUOFLR REFERENCE INFORMATION
(CT630@) C) M555(FA3) NAR ATP ORB (BIC%OtF2MI) (WIEt) (VtKtR%) @.000 O.BO@ 1B.@O0 BREF 7.4199 S_.IN.
(C?@S28) Z_ M55_(FA3) NAR ATP ORB (81CIOIFIM1) (WIEI} (VtKIR1) O,O00 15.00B lO,BOO LREF _.lO2O iN.
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- 5 0 S IQ iS E• EB 30 •S 4• 4S SO S5 60 _S ?_
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CON_IGURATTON RESCRIPT[ON •ETA RUDDER RUOFLR REFERENCE IN_ORMATtO_I
(¢7630s_ _ N_55(FA3) NAR ATP O'RB (OtClOIFIN1) (_1EI) (VtKIRI) 0.000 O.OOO tO,O_Q $REF F.4$90 S_.TN,
(C76Se8) L_ N555{FA3) NAR ATP ORB (OtCIOtFINt) (WIEI) (VIKIRI) O.OOO 15.000 lO,OO0 LREF 2.10EO TN.
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0.0 S S tO IS IG 2S _0 55 40 45 50 55 6O 65 1"0
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
DATA SET SyIMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION Br"TA RUODI_R RUOFLR REFERENCE INFORMATION
(C?IS3OS) [_J MS55(FA3) NAR ATP ORE (EI¢lOIFIM1) (Wllrl) (V1KIRI) O.9DD 0.000 lO,OOO SREF ?.4196 SQ,IN.
(c?e.'_28) Z_ MI55{FAI) NAR ATP ORE (EIC1DIFIMI) (t,tlEl) (VIKIRI) 0.1300 l_.OOO 10.000 LREF l.lO_O IN,
(C'F65_,2_) 0 HIISIFA_,) NAR ATP ORB (EICIDIFIMI) (WtEI) (VIKIRI) O.OOO IS.QDO 4Q.OQQ BREF 4.0300 IN,XMRP S.4530 IN.
YI4RP O. OOO{!l IN*
ZNRP D.OQO0 IN,
SCALE O.OO40
HACH I•20 PAGE 459
EFFECTOF RUOOEROEFLECTION_ITHBASELINECONFIGURATION
IjQ I I I I I I ; ; I
t0@ IJU t.@ ....X .......
D
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- 0 O 5 10 tS 80 _5 80 S5 40 4S 00 05 @O e@ TI)
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. OEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL C_F|GURATI_ OESCRIPTI_ BETA RUOBER RUOFLR REFERENCE IN_MAT_ON
(C_6305) _ M555(FA3} NAR ATP _B (81CI01FIH$) (WiE1)(V1KiRI) 0.000 0.000 10.000 SREF ?*4190 SQ. |ll.
(CTGSZB) _ M_55(FA3) NAR ATF _ (BtCtOiFIH1) (W1Ei) {V_KIRI) Q*80Q 15*000 10.Q00 LREF E.tOEO iN.
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l.l ill Xl dla Li aiR I II I, II ILlO°O
-O.@ -0.4 -0.2 OoO 0,_ 0.4 0°6 0.8 t°O 1.2 1.4 t.@
LIFT COEFFICIENT, CL
OATA _£T SYMBOL C_TGURAT_ D_SCRTPT[_ @_TA RUOO[R RUOFLR REF£RENC£ tNFORMATION
(C7630S) _ M555(FA3} NAR ATP ORB (BICI@IFIHI) (W1£1) (VIKIRI) O.O00 O*QQQ tO.O00 SR(F ?.4190 SQ,I_.
(C76S28) _ N@55(FA3) NAR ATP OR@ (_ICIDIFtHI) (W1£1) (VIKtRI) O.OQO tS*OOQ tO,OOO LR£F 2,1020 _N.





HACH 2,99 PAGE 4_7
EFFECTOF RUDDERDEFLEC::IION IIHBASELINECONFIGURAIION
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_.0 II iii ,J _1 ]lJ ill ll_ ill
-0.6 -0.4 -0.2 O.Q 0.2 0.4 0.6 Q.$ |.D $.2 1.4 2.Q
LIFT COEFFICIENT, CL
DATA SET $YMB_ CONFIGUR&TIC_ O£$CRIPTI(::_ BETA RUBBER RUDFLR REF£R£N(:E INFORMATION
¢C7630S) _ N555(VA3) NAR ATP ORB (BICtBIFIMI) (WiEt) (VIK%Ri) 0.000 O.QO0 10.000 SREF 7.4190 S_.IN.(C76_8) _ MS_5(FA3) NAR ATP ORB (BiCtOIFIMI) (WtEI) (VIKIRI) O.O00 15.000 tO.DO0 LREF _.IORO IN.




MACH 4._S PAGE 468

EFFECTOF RUDDERDEFLECTIONWITHBASELINECONFIGURATION
_.6 ; r ; ! ! r I r r f ; ! ! r ! ! ¢r ;- ; r f ; I r ir f ! r ; ! ! ! ! ! _ _ f ! ! ! ! ! ;
I
t,4 _ ............... .
-.e -.5 -.4 -.3 -ol -.1 °0 .1 ,2 .3 .4 .S .S
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT, CLH
OATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION OESCRIPTION BETA RUDO_R RUOFLR R_FERENC{ INFORNATION
((7630S) _ MS55(FAS) NAR ATP ORB (BICIOiFtM%) (W1_$} (VIKtRI) 0,000 0.000 IO°GO0 $R_F ?.4190 SQ.IN,
(eyes28) Z__ M55S(FA3) NAR ATP ORB (BICIDIFIMi) (WIEi) (VIKIRt) O.OOO 15.00Q 10.000 LREF Z.1020 IN.
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- 5 0 5 10 IS _0 25 50 35 40 45 50 S5 eO e_ _0
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
OATA SET SYMB_I.. C_IF;GURATZON DESCRIPT|O_I BETA RUOBER _UO_L_ REFERENC_ INFORMATION
(A75_05) _ M555(FA_) NAR ATP ORB (BICIDtFIM1) (W1E1) (VIKIRI) O.OOQ O.OOO 10.000 _REF T.4tgo _,IN.
(A_6s_e_ _ M555(FA3) NAR ATP ORB (BICIOIFIH1) (WIEI) ;VIKIRt) B.O00 15._00 IO.O00 LR_ 2.tO_O _.
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- _ 0 S lO 15 20 25 30 3$ 40 45 $0 55 60 SS 7c'
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
DATA _T SYH8_ C_FtGURAT[_ OESCRIPTI_ BETA RUOO£R RUOFLR REFERENCE INF_MAT_
(A76308) _ M555{FA3} NAR ATP _B (B$¢tOIFiHI) (WI£1_ (VIRIRI) 0.000 O.O00 10.000 SREF ?.4190.
(a?_$28) _ HS_5(FA3) NAR ATP OR8 (BICtOIFIMI) (W1£%) (VIK_RI_ 0,000 15.00Q 10.000 LR_F 2,_0_0 IN.









[I i Iiii _111 iill illi Illl Iiii iiii I1,1 Bill iiii ilIi
--°0_0
S 0 _ lO _5 _0 _I _0 &5 40 45 5D S5 60 GS TO
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATI_:>N OESCRIPTI<_ B_TA RUOOER RUOFLR RE_ERENCE INFORMATIO_I
(A_63OS) I_ MSS_(FA3) NAR ATP ORB (BtCtDIFIMi) {WIE1) (ViKiRI) O.OOG 0.000 t0.000 SREF 7.4190 SQ.IN.
(ATeSZ6) _ M555(FA3} NAR ATP ORB (BiCtDIFIM1) (WiEi| (VI_iRt) 0.000 15.000 10.000 LREF _.1020 IN.
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.oRe
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-. O!SO
- 5 O 5 lO SS 20 1_0 30 _0 40 45 00 05 _13 ISS I"Q
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
OATA SET :SYHBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION B[TA RUDDER RUDFLR REFERENCE INFORNA'TION
(ATt:SQ,9} _) HS55(F'A3) NAR AlP ORB (BICIDIFIHI) {WII[I) (VIKtRI) O.00Q 0,000 lO.O00 -_;REF ?.4190 S,Q.IN,
(A1"1_28) r_ I'rSSSlF'A3) NAR AlP ORB (81CIDIFIHI) (W1¢"I) (VIKIRI) O,0OD 15.000 tO.Q00 LREF t,10;_0 IN.
(A'r4_S32_* _ _H555(F'A3.) NAR AlP O_B (BIClDIFIHI) (WII[I) (VIKIRI) O.OOO IS,Q00 40.00Q BR_F 4,0_00 IN*
XHRP $,4531_ IN.
YMRP O*O000 IN.
ZNRP O, 000(} IN.
SCALE O,O04o















































































































































J I i a I J i i e _ * I i i i J J i i I e i i J _ i J , , ,
_'_16 e -$4 -l_ -10 - 8 - 6 - 4 - 2 0 _ 4 6 B !0 1_ 1_ tO
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
_AT_ SE_ SYMBOL COH_IG_RATIC_t DESCRIPTION ALPHA E_VTR RUOFLR _UOO£R R_F_R£_C_ 1HFOR_ATION
(A76104) _ M555(_A3) NAR ATP ORe (EICtDtFIM1) 0.000 SREF ?o4190 S_.IN,
(ATe%D5) _ H555(FA_I NAB ATP ORB (_l_I_tF_MI) $_._ LR_F 2.1_2_ 1_*
¢A?_lOe) _ M55_(FA3) NAR ATP ORe (BICtDtFtH1) EO.O00 BR£F 4.0500 IN.
(A?_IO_) _ DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 3_.000 _NBP 3.455_ _.( _IO_) B IL L LL I I 50.OOO YMRP 0.000_ IN,
ZNBP O.BOD_ IN,
SCALE 0.0_40


















































































































































''1 ,L_ ,,_ ........................
-'O-ie5 t4 i2 to - • - a - 4 - a o _ 4 6 8 iS 12 $4 tO
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
_T_ _T _YM_(_ Ce3_FIGURATIOt4 O_SCRIPTIC_ ALPHk _L_VTR R_OF_R RUDdeR R_fl_C_ X_OR_TIC_
_A76104) _ MS_(_A3) NAR ATP ORB (_ICIOIFIM1] O.OOO SR£F _.4190 _.IH.
<A_05) /'_ M55_(_A3) NAH ATP ORB (BtCIO_FIMt) ID.O_ LR_F _.$OZO [N.
(ATGt07) _ DATA N_T AVA|LAB_ _OR ALL _ONDITI_S _O,_O_ X_RP _.45_0 _N._108) O O ilABLE F C I IONS .O O YMRP D.O0 0 IN.
Z_RP D._QO0 IN.
SCALE 0.0040






_.O5 ill ill Ill lii JJI I_1 Ill Ill _lJ
--1G --S4 "12 --IQ " ° " 6 " 4 -- Z O ! 4 6 ° _° t_ t4 _G
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
DATA S£T _YMB<_,. CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA EL_VTR RUOFLR RUDD£R R£FERENC£ INFORMATION
(&_61GS_ _ M55_(FA3) NAR ATP O_B (elC_DIF_M1) _O.OOQ LR_ 2.i0_0 _N,
(A?_IO_) _ DATA NOT AVAILABL_ _OR ALL CONOITION$ _0.0_ XMRP 3,4_3D IN._I_Q I AVAILAB_£ F C_'_O TION_ 00 Y 0._00
ZHRP O.O00O IN,
$CAL£ 0.004_
































































































































































If i: * 1
-oQ5
_IG _14 -IE -lO - 8 - 6 - 4 - 2 0 2 4 G 8 ID $2 l_ 16
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
OATA _ET _YMBOL CONFIGURATZON O[SCR IPTION ALPHA _LEVTR RUDFLR RUDOER RE_EREN¢_ [NFORHATION
(AT6104 _ _) DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CCx'NDITZOh_S 0,000 3R_F t.4$00 SQ,IN.
(A_m_05) _ M555(FA3) NAR ATP ORB (BtCIDIFIMt) 10,000 LR_F 2,t020 IN,
_a_lO_) _ HS_5(FA3) NAR ATP ORB (BICIO1FIHI) 30.000 XHRP _,4530 _N.(A 108 M55 O_CtOt SH_ 5 Y 0.000_ IN.
ZHRP 0.0000 IN,
SCAL_ 0,0040

















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































-tQ -t4 -_Z -£D - 8 - Q - 4 - • 0 Z 4 8 • tO l_ _4 l_
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. OEGREES
DATA SET SYHBOI. CONFIGURATI_ D[SCRIPTI_ ALPHA £LEVTR RUDFLR RUDOER REF_R_NC_ INFORMATION
(A7_204) _ DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL (_OITI_S O.OOO O.O00 SREF T.4190 _Q.IN.
(AT6205) _ MS_5(FA3} NAR ATP ORB (BICIOIF%M%) (WI_I} lO,OOO O,OOO LR_F 2.10ZQ IN.
(A_20_) _ M555(FA31 NAR ATP ORB (BiCIOIFIMI) (W1_1) _B.OQO B.BBQ BREF 4.0_OQ IN,
(A762DT) _ M_55(FA3) NAR ATP ORB (BIClOIFIH1)(Wt[l} %D.OOO B.OOQ XMRP 3.&S30 IN.(A7_208) SSS( 3) B BICIDIFIMI} (WIll} 5O, O O.BBO YH P O.BOOB N,
ZMRP O.OOOO IN.
_CAL_ O.OO4O


















_.05 P * i t e J * _ m I i _ t m r J m J m a I * i m J m _ J , i _ e _ I _ _
--_6 --_4 -12 --10 _ 8 _ 6 -- 4 _ _ 0 _ 4 4 8 1D t2 14 !1_
SlOE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, OEGREES
DATA S_T SYHBCL CONFZGURAT|<:X'4 D_SCR_PTIC4'4 ALPHA EL_VTR RUDFLR RUDDER _FERENC[ [NFORHAT[ON
(AT_Z04) L_ M_55(FA3) NAR ATP ORB (BtCtDIFIHI) (W1(1) O.OOO O.OO0 SREF _.4190 SQ.INo
¢A?_2_) _ MSSS(FA3) _AR ATP C>R_ (_$CXDiFtHI) (_t_1) IO.QDD O.DOD t_F _._2D 1_.
(A_Z06) _> M55fl(FA3) NAR ATP ORB (BICIDIFXH1) (WI_|) _O.O_O D,OOD DR_F 4.0300 IN.
(A_O_) [_ DATA NOT AVA_LA_L_ FOR ALL CONDITIONS _O.OOO R,QO0 XM_P _.453Q IN.6_O_) [LA_L_ _ _ | oDDR O O0 Y R O.OOOO
ZHRP O.O_oo IN.
SCARE O.OQ4Q
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-.o_l e5 -14 12 tO - 8 - • - 4 - 2 Q • 4 • e 10 12 t4 se
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION OESCRIPTI<_'4 ALPHA ELEVTR RUBFLR RUODEB REFERENCE INFORMATION
(AyO_04) _ DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS O.OOO O.OOO SR_F f.4190 B_.IN,
{A?_5) L_ MS_5(FA_) NAB ATP ORB IBt($DIFSMI) IW_E_) $_._ _._ LR_F E.t_2Q IN.
(A?e20e) _> M555(FA3) NAR ATP ORB (BICtOIFtMt) (WIEI) BO.OBB 8,000 BREF 4.0300 IN,
(A76207) _ MS55(FA3) NAR ATP ORB (BICIOIFIM1) ¢W%EI) 3O.OOO O.OBQ XMRP _.4SBO IN.A _08) 555( B ( lClOtFIMt) ( IEI} 50 BBB 0,000 Y RP O O000 N,
I_R_ B,O000 IN,
SCALE B,QB4B
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-.10 ......... I .......... _ ----7
, 1t
-16 -t4 -IZ -_0 a - 4 - _ O _ 4 8 _0 _ t4 16
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
DATA SET SYHOOL CONFIGURAT|_ D_OCRZPT_ ALPHA _L_VTR RUOFLR RUOOER REFERENCE [NFORMATEON
(A_6_04) _ M555(FA3) NAR ATP OR_ (O_CtOl_lH1) (WI_) (VtKtRI) 0.000 0.000 10.0Q0 O,00Q SR_F _,4100 5_.IN.
¢A_3O_) _ H_5_K_A3) NAR ATP _B (Bt¢IDIFIHt) (W_I} (VIKIR1) 10.000 0.000 1_.000 0°008 LR[F _,1020 _N.
(A_D_) MO_(_A_) NAR ATP _ (_tC_O_F_H_)(W_Et}{V_KtRt) _0.000 0.0_0 _0.0Q0 0o0Q0 XHRP • _,45_0 l_l;
(A_63081 _ OATA NOT AV_[LAO_ F_ ALL _O_S _0o_00 0,000 _0.000 0°000 YMRP O.OO_O IN,
ZMRP D.0000 IN,
$¢&L_ 0.0040
HACH .GO PAGE 529
LATERAL-DIRECTIONALCHARACTERISTICSFORBODYBUILD-UP















-*Z_16 -i4 -12 -10 - - Q * 4 - 2 _ 4 6 8 10 t2 14 l_
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
&LPHA EL_VTR RUOFLR RUDOER REFERENCE _NFORM_TIONOATA SET _YHB_ C_IGURATI_ DESCRIPTI_
(A_6304) _ MS,SIVA3) NAR ATP _B (BICIOIFIMI) (WtEI) (VIKtRI) O.O00 0.000 1Q.QO0 O.OOO SR[F ?*4tgo $_.[N.
(A?63Q_) _ M555(FA3) NAR ATP ORB (BICIOIFIMt) (WIll} (VIK1RI) tO.O00 0.000 IQ.QOQ Q.OOQ LR_F _.10_0 IN.
(A?_30_) H55SIFA3) NAR _TP ORB (BICIDIFIMI) _1_1) (V_IRI) _O.O00 O.OOO lO.O0_ O.OO0 BR_F 4.0300 IN.
(ATe301) DATA NOT AVAILABL( FOR ALL CONO_T_mN$ 30,000 _,QO_ 10.00_ O.OOO XMRP 3.4530 IN.
_T_308) _ DATA NOT AVAI_ABL_ FOE AL._ CON_TTIONS _OoOO_ O._Q IO,OOQ O.OOO YMRP QoOOOO IN*
Z_RP Q.O0_O IN.
ICAL[ _.0040
MACH .91 PAGE 530
LATERAL-DIRECTIONALCH RACTERISTICSFORBODYBUILD-UP























_**d ill la*llllllllllil Ill IIIIIiJlldl mJ _J_[ -_ ____1_]._____[__
-.l=l Gn -_4 -12 -lO - 8 - @ - 4 - • 0 2 4 6 e 10 1_ _4 _Q
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
(A_6304) _) _ATA NOT AVAILABL£ FOR ALL (ONOITION8 Q,ODO Q.OOQ IQ.OQO 0.000 SR£F ?.4190 Se,lN.
(A_305) z_ M555(FA3) NAR ATP ORB (BIC1DtFIHt) (W1_1} (V1KIR1) 10.0_0 O,OOO 10.OOO O,OOO LR_F 2.1020 _N.
(A_630_) _ M_55(FA3) _AR ATP ORB (BIC_DIF%M1) (W1£1} (Vl_lR1) _O.O00 O,QDO 10.000 0,000 BR_F 4.0300 _N.(A_307) H555(FA3) NAR ATP ORB (BICIDIFiMt) (W1£1) (VIKIR1) 30.000 O.QO0 10.000 O.OQO XMRP 3.4S_0 IN,
(A?_oS) _ H555(FA3} NAR ATP ORB (_ICIOtFIM1) (W1_1) (VIKIR1) 50.000 0.000 10.000 O.OOO YHR_ 0.0000 !N.
ZHRP o.oooo IN,
SCAL_ 0,0040


























































































































































































.Q@ r t f 1
,O4
-.04
i , J I m * I _ i J J * J I J m * _ | _ _
-.05
-IQ -t4 -IL2 -t0 - • - 6 - 4 - 2 0 2 4 6 • lO ?,2 _L4 1,!
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
DATA ,%F_T SYMBOL CONFIGURATIC'N OE:SCRIPTI,'r,_ ALIIHA Ef.I!_VTR RUID_:LR RUDDER RI_FER_NCE INt_ORHATION
(AT(S304) ['_ MS$5(FA3) NAR ATP ORB (BtCIDIFIMI) (W1_1) (VtKIR1) 0.000 0.000 10.000 0.000 SREF" 7'.4190 SQ.IN.
(A'r6305) _ H555(FA3) NAR ATP 0R0 (01CI01FIH$) (WIEI) (V1KIRI} 10,00D 0,0100 10.000 0°000 LREF' 2,1020 IN.
(A?e,3o6) _ M_95(FA3) NAR ATP ORB (OICI01FIMI) (Id11_1) (VIKIRI) 20.000 0,Q010 10.000 0.000 BREZF 4.0:500 IN.
(P,'re,:So_'% _ OkT, _'. NOT AVAILAI_LE: FO_ ALL CONO[TIONS 30.OOO (:1o000 tO.DOG 0.009 XMRP 3.45:50 IN.A76308) DA A B I_ R DI I !S ,00O 0.00 10 000 £_ Y 0,0000 I .
ZHRP G._IQ(]_ IN*
8C ALI[ 0°0040


















































































































i11 i1_ Ill Iii Ill Ill IIJ lel__l I
-'°_e -14 -12 -ID -- 0 - 6 -- 4 _ 0 2 4 6 8 ID IZ _4 $41
SlOE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. OEGREES
DATA S_T SYMBOL C_FIGURATZ_ DE$CR[PTI_ ALPHA _LEVTR RUDFLR RUODER REFERENC_ XNFORHAT[_
(A76_05) _ MSS5(FA3) NAR ATP _D (DICIOIFIM1) (_1[_| (VIKIRt] |OoOOO O.OOO 10.00D D°OOD LR_F 2._02Q IN.
(_30_} _ HS55(FA_) NAR ATP _ (B_CtDIFSH1) (_1_1) (VIKIR_) _O.OOO O.OOO IO.QQD O.O$O _R_F 4._300 _N,
(A_630_) _ H_SS(FA3} NAR ATP OR_ (BICIOIFIHI) (_1_1) (VIKIRI) 3fl. OOO 0.000 _o. OO_ D°OOD XHRP _.4S3Q IN.30_) _ ) R B _IDS I _) (_) ( L I t) $D.DOD O.OOO OoOD O. Q Y Q._O$O _N.
_¢AL_ 0.0040






-.G5 i * | l i * * | | e e * * f I J e a * * * e J i
--16 -t4 --12 -XO - 8 -- G - 4 -- 2 O 2 4 IS 8 tO t_ 1_ SS
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
DATA SET SYMB,_ CC_NFIGURATIC_ DESCRIPTION ALPHA ELEVTR RUDFLR RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION
¢A_6_04) _) _555(FA3$ NAR ATP (:_B (BtCIDIFtMt) (W1_%) (VIZIR1) Q.DOD O.OOQ tO,BOO D.O00 _REF ?.4190 SQ*IH.
(A_e305) _ H_55(FA3) NAR ATP ORB (81EIDIFIMt) (W1_1) (VIKIRi) $O.QQO 0.000 %0,000 0o000 LREF _.102Q IN.
(A76306) _ M_55(FA3) NAR ATP ORB (B%CIDtFtHt) (WIE1) (VIKIRi) EO.OOO Q.OOD 10.000 O.OOQ BREF 4.0300 IN.
(A763Q_) _ H55_(FA3) NAR ATP ORB (BIC%D1FtHt) (WtE1) (VIKtR1) 3D.OQO 0.030 IO.ODQ 0.000 XMRP 3.4530 ; IN.Te 08) DATA HOT AV ILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 50.000 0 t O Y O.OOO0 1N.
SCALE 0.0040






























































































































































__ I1° IIJ Ill J[i mlJ IIJ IJl llJ III _
-t6 -14 -1_ -10 - e - 6 - 4 - _ Q _ 4 6 8 IO IZ t4 te
SlOE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, OEGREES
DATA S_T SYMBOL CON_IGURATI04_ DESCRIPTION ALPHA ELEVTR RUD_LR RUDDER R_FEREN¢( INFORMATION
(A76_a4) _ DATA NOT AVAILABLe FOR ALL ¢OHDITIONS O.DQO 0.Q00 10.000 0.000 SREF ?.4190 SQ.IN.
(A76_0_) _ M55_(FA3) NAR ATP ORB (BI¢IDIFIMt) (WlEt) ¢VIKIR1) 10.000 0.000 tO,OQO 0.000 LREF 2,1020 IN.
(A7630_) _ M555(FA3) NAR ATP ORB (BICIDiFiM1) (WIEt) (VIKIR1) 20.000 0.000 t0.000 0.000 BR(F 4,0BOO IN.
(A7_307) _ M555(FA3) NAR ATP ORB (BiC%DIF1M1) (WI_I) (VIKIRI) _0,000 0.000 10.000 0,000 XMRP 3,4530 IN.( 7_306) _55( 3) ( %¢i I IH%) ( IEI} ( I I 1) 5D.000 0.000 tO.QQQ 0.000 Y O.OQQO I .
SCAL[ 0.0040





































































































































































































































































































































































































































-.20 J ' f _ i J I , _ m * , i , i i , * i I i i i J i , i i i i _ f * i , _ , i I i t m i ,
- _ 0 S iO t5 ZO Z5 _0 _S 40 45 SO 55 GO GS Tt;
ANGLE OF ATTACN, ALPHA, DEGREES
_Y_B_L (ONFIG PARAM_TRI( VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
1.000 MAtH _._O0 SREF ?.4190 SQ.IN.2 o 0 L l.tORO IN.
BR[F 4.0300 IN.
S.O00 XNRP 3.453S IN.
TNRP O.ODoO IN.
ZNRP O.OOOO IN.
OATA HIST. CODE | SCALE O.OS4S
M555CFA3] NAR ATP ORB CGICIDIFIMI_ CZTGI04] 04 NOV 72 PAGE 549
LATERAL-DIRECTIONALSTABILITYCHARACTERISTICSFORBODYBUILD-UP
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__i i , i c , , i i i I t i , i i _ J m I i , , I | , a l l I m I m | m m , I I [_ L LL I I I I L
-- 5 0 5 I0 IS 20 tS 30 35 40 45 50 55 _0 6S yO
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, OEGREES
SYHBOL CC'NFIG PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE IN_ORHATIC'N
(_ 1.000 MAC_f t,g60 SREF _.4190 SQ.IN.
BREF 4,0300 IN.




OATA HIST. COOE t















































































































































-o035 i l i + i , i i , I i i i i i I i i i I r l I I i I I + i , • . •
- +5 O S SO J.S 2 I'I 25 30 35 40 45 5O $_ DO 415 7Q
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
_YHBOL CCR4FIG PARAMETRtC VALUE:S REFERENC E INF.ORHAT][O N
I+OOO MACH 1.200 SREF
_.419Q SQ.IN.
1_. 000 t-Rr'F ,1_. 'J.O;'ZO |N +




DATA HIST* CODE I SCALE D.OO4D

























-.030 i ........... -
1 -i "
J I I I I I J I I I I I J J I I I I I I I I I I i I I I J I I I J I I I I I I I k_lst 1_
-.O_S_ S O S tO IS 80 _5 3Q SS 40 45 50 SS gQ IS _0
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
SYMBOL C_rIG PARAMETRIC VAlUeS _F_R_N_ [NFORM_TTON
_.000 MACH 1.960 SR_ ?.4190
SQ.IN.
2.000 L £F Z.IOZO IN.




DATA HIST. CODE I SCkL_ 0.0040
M555CFA3] NAR ATP ORB CBICIOIFIHI] CZ7BI043 04 NOV 72 PAGE 554
LATERAL-DIRECTIONALSTABILITYCHARACTERISTICSFORBODYBUILD-UP
























-o_0 t i 0 J i , , r J , J _ i i I I s I i i i i i i i i I * * i i I m , , • , , . . .
- S D 5 tO 1.5 _O 25 _0 35 4Q 45 50 55 QO D3 le{)
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
SYMBOL CONFIG PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORHATIOM
1%4190 _Q. IN.
$ Ooo MACH Q DOD $REF
2. DOG LREP _o I O_O _N.




DATA HIST, COOE I SCALE O.DO4D











































































































































































































































































FLATERAL-OIRECT IONAL STABILITY CHARACTERISTICS FOR BOI]Y BUILO--.uP
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-.030
- tl 0 9 lO _5 I_O 25 30 _15 40 45 90 _16 60 6_1 1'0
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
SYHBOL C_NFIG PARAH£TRtC VALUI[_ REFtrRI_NC£ XNFORHAT[ON
2.000 LR£F I_. ! 0;_0 _N.
BREF 4.0300 TN.
<_ 3+OOO X#4RP :S.4_O TN.
YNRP 0.0000 TLN.
ZNRP GoOGOD _N*
DATA H[ST. COOl[ [ SCAL Ir O.OQ40
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-16 -t4 -t_ -tO - @ - @ - 4 - 2 D _ 4 6 @ l@ tE _4 1_
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, _GREES
OATA SET SYMB_ C_IGURATI_ D_$CRIPTI@ kLPHA _L_V_ RUD_LR R_F_R_NC[ INFORMATION
lA_630_) 0 M555(_3) NAR ATP ORB (BICtOIFIHI) (WI£I) (VIKIRI) 2O,QQ@ Q.QO@ IQ,QO@ SR_F ?.41gQ _Q, IN























-'Z_t6 -24 -L2 -t(} 8 -- 6 - 4 - _ 0 Z 4 • e 20 $_ %4 l_
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
OATA SET _YMBOI. CONF'IGURATION OESCRIPTIC>N ALPHA _LEVTR RUDFLR R_FERENCE _NFORMAT_ON
(_?eS3Oe) _ M_SS(FA3} NAR ATP ORB (BICIDIFIM%) (WIE%} (VIKIRI) _0,(}(30 O.Q(}O t0.0139 _Rf_F 1".42g0 S_.IN.






MACH 1.20 P^GE 5GI
EFFECTOFELEVATORDEFLECTIONWITHBASELINECONFIGURATION
•- ---4 i i
a_ _ j
_ "N I t :
Z .l"
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SIOE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
CATA _ET SYMBOl.. CONFIGURAT[(_ D_SCRIPTI'ON ALPHA ELEVTR R_D_LR _FER_NCE INFOR_&T[ON
(AT630_) _J M555(FA3) NAR ATP ORB (B'CIDiFI_%} (WIEI) (VIKIRI) _O.O00 O._OEi _O,OOO
_R_F T.4590
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I 1 i t f !
SII]E SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
OATA _T _YHB_ C_F_GU_ATI_ _CRIPTIO_ _,LPHA _L_VTR RU_L_ _F_RE_4_E INfORMATiON
:_?_30_ _ M_SiFA_) NAR ATP ORB (BIC_BIFIH%) (WI_I) (ViKtRI) _0.000 O.OBO 10,000 _RE_
(_31_) _55(FA_) NAR ATP ORB (BICt_IFIMI) (WIll) (V_KIR_) _}QoO00 -_r_,O_9 %l_,OOO LREF _.10_0 _N,
BR_F 4.030_ IN.
X_RP 3.4_0 IN.





























































































































































































































































































































































































































































--°0516.... -t4 12 -tO 8 6 4 - E 0 E 4 6 I 10 tZ 14 16
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
OATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION OESCRIPTION ALPHA ELEVTR RUDFLR REFERENCE |NFORHAT IQN
(A76SQ_} _ N555(FA3) MAR ATP ORB (BICIOIF2MI) (W2EI} (VIKIRt) _G,O00 0.000 10,000
_REF ?°4290 SQ.IH.























-°a4 --_ ----_-- !
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
OATA $_T SY_8OL C_IGURATI_ DESCRIPTI_ ALPHA EL_VTR RUDFLR REFERENCE INFOR_T_O_
Y_RP Q.OOOQ IN.
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-'O_o -t4 -%Z -%0 - g G - 4 - • 0 _ 4 6 8 10 t2 %4 _
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
DATA SET SYMB_ C_IGURAT%_ OESCR_PTI_ ALPHA ELEVTR RUDFLR RE_RtNCE INFOR_AT10_t
CA76SO_) _ HS55(FA3) NAR ATP _ (BICIOI_IH$) (WIE%) (V%KIR%) ZO.QO0 O.QO0 tQ.000 SREF 7*4190 5Q.'_N.











"*_0_0....... 14 $_ *lO 8 6 4 t 0 _ 4 6 a tO t_ 14 t6
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, OEGREES
OATA S_T SYMB_ C_FIGURATI_ OESCRtPTI_ ALPHA _LEVTR RUDFLR RUDDER R_F_R_NC_ _N_ORMATION
(A?6_OS_ _ H555(FA3) MAR ATP ORB (61¢IDIFtMt) (WtEt) (VtKIRI) 10.000 Q.O00 iO.O00 0.000 SR_F ?.41_0 $_.'_N.
(A_o_) _ MSSS(FA_) MAR ATP ORB (_tCIDIFIM1) (WtEt) (VIKIRI) _O.O_O 0._00 _0.900 O.O00 _R£F 4.0_0_ _M.
(A?_3Z_ _ MSSS(FA3) MAR ATP ORB (BICtD_FiMi) (_t£1) (VtKIRt) 10.0_0 0._00 40.00_ 0.00_ XMRP _.4_3_ I_*
(A_Z_) [_ MSSSC_A_) MAR ATP ORB (StCIOIFIMI) (_t_l) (VIKtRt) 30.Oo_ Q.QQO 40.Oo0 O._O0 Z_RP 0._00 _.$¢AL_ 0.0040































































































































-$6 -hA -t£ -10 - 8 - 6 - 4 - t O _ 4 6 e tO 10 04 te
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, OEGREES
DATA SET _Y_B<:q- C_VlGURATI<:_ DESCRIPTION ALPHA _L_VTR RUD_LR RUOD_R REFERENC_ INFORMATIOk
(A76305) _ M555{WA_) NAR ATP ORB (DtCIOIFtMI} (W1EI) (VIKtR_) 10,000 O,OO0 tQ*OQO 0.000 SREF ?.41_Q Sq*_:N*
(A_6306) _ H555(FA3) NAR ATP _RB (BI(IDIFIMI) (WlEt) (VtKIR1) 20,000 0,000 20.000 0.000 LR£F _.IQ_O IN.
(A?e307 } 0 DATA NOT AVAILASL[ FOR ALL CONDITI_S 30,000 0.000 20.000 O.OO0 BREF 4.0_00 IN.
(AT6_ZS} _ MS_5(FA3) NAR ATP ORB {_ICtOtFtMI) (WtEt) (VIKtRt) _O,OOO 0._00 4_,_00 0.00_ XMRP _,4530 IN,A_3 ) DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL {ONOITIONS _,000 , 0 0 _ O,D O Y RP 0_ _
(A_3Z?) _ DATA NOT AVA|LABL[ FOR ALL CONDITIONS _0.00_ 0,00_ 40._0 0.00_ ZMRP D*OO_O IN.
$¢AL_ G*GQ4_

















"°2_G --t4 --_2 --|0 -- 8 " • * 4 -- 2 0 _ 4 6 8 lO t_ _4 |6
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
OATA _T SYMBOL COHWIGURATION OESCRIPTION ALPHA _LEVTR RUDFLR RUDOER R_F_R_NC_ INFORMATION
(AT6305) _ M555(FA3} NAR ATP ORB {B%CIOtFIH_) (WIEI) (V_KtRi) tO*OOO O.OQQ IO.00Q D*OQO _R_F ?,41go _Q,1N.(ATe_Qe) M555(FA3) NAR ATP ORB (BICiO1FtMt) (W111) (VtKIRi) ZO.OOQ 0.000 %0*OQQ O,QQO LR_F 2.tO2Q IN.
(AT6_07) _ H555(FA31 NAR ATP ORB (BlClOIF_H_) (W1_1) (VIKIRi) _0o00_ O,O_O 1Q*_QO 0°_0 BR£F 4._3_0 IN.
(A_Z_) _'_ N555(FA3) NAR ATP ORB (BIC_OtF_Ht} (W_[t} (V_K_R_) 30.0_0 0.600 40.000 0.000 ZMRP _.OODO IN.


















































































































































































"'oB$6...... -t4 _t -10 8 • 4 2 O _ 4 ° 8 10 1_ 14 :L_
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
DATA S_T SYMBOL ¢ONFIHURATIO_'_ OES(RIPTI_ ALPHA tL_VTR RUDFLR RUDDER REF{RENC_ INFORMATION
(ATQ305 _) M555(FA3) NAR ATP ORB (BICIDIFIMI) (W_I} (V_IR$) IO,ODD OoOOO %0,_QD Q,O09 SR_F T.4IgO _Q.IN,
(A?e30e Z_ M_55(FA3) NAR ATP ORB (BICIO_FtM1) (WI_%) (V_KIRI) 2Q,OOO Q.O00 lO,OO_ _.D_O LR_F _.10_9 IN.
(A_630_ _ DATA _T AVAI_ABL_ FOR ALL (_OIT_S 3D.OOD _,OOO _O.OO0 O.O00 BR_F 6.0309 _N.
(A_6_5 _ DATA NOT AVAILABL_ FOR ALL CONDITIONS _OoOOO _._OO aO,_O0 0.0_0 XMRP _,4539 IN._ _e3_ TA _T I { N91_ C_ . _O !;,00_ 40. QQ _ 0 0 Y_RP .OOO0 N
_'_ DATA NOT AVAILAB_ FOR ALL CONdITiONS 30.00_ i)._ _O.DO0 _.DO0 Z_RP IN.
• CAL_ 0.0040




°" 05 _1.@..... --14 1_ --10 -- II G 4 II 0 _ 4 6 8 _LO |1_ t4 I.Q
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBC_. CC_FIGURATIC)N DESCRIPTIC_I ALPHA tt-EVTR RUOFLR RUDO_R RE:F_R_NCE INFORMATION
¢A'r6_oS) _'] t4555(FA3) NAR ATP ORB (BICIOIFtMt} (W1111) (VI. KILRI) IO.OOQ O.DOD 10.000 O.O00 $R£F SQ.[t4.
(A're_OeS | /_-\ 1.155S¢_'A_) NAR ATP ORB (StC%DIF'tFI1) (WtE[I) (VIKtRI) 2D.OOD Q.ODO IQ.QO0 D.O00 t-Rt[F _.102Q ll'.i.
(A'i'qs3ol') _,, DATA NOT AVA[t-ABLI[ FOR At.[. CC_IO[TlrONS 30.000 O.OOO _,O.OOO O.OO0 BR_F 4.03Dr_ 11_1.
(AI"qS3ZS) _L_ t4555(F'A3) NAR ATP ORB (BICIDtFIH1) (W1£t) (VIKIRt) t0.000 13,OOO 4O.GOO D*DQO XHRP 3o45_ ][14.(A76:_:E_) DATA NOT AVA_LADt.E FOR At.I. CONDITIONS COoD00 O.OOO 40.000 OoOC_O YI4RP 'D.O_OD _N.
(A'I'_S_21') _ DATA NOT AVAIt.ABLE FOR ALL C_MI_ITIONS 3Q.OOD O.OOO 40.000 O°QOD ZHR_ O.O_OO I_N.
SCAt.E O.O04Q


















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































-''_ts -$4 t2 -to - 8 - • - 4 - • 0 2 4 I 8 to tl t4 le
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
OATA SET SYMBOl. CONFIGURATION DEOCRIPTION ALPHA _LEVTR RUDFLR _DDDER R_FtR_NC_ INFORMATION
(AY6005) _ HS55CVAO} NAR ATP OR6 (BICIDtVtMt) (W1Et) (VtKIRI} tO.ODD Q,QOQ tQ.OOO Q.O00 SREF ?.4$g0 SQ.$N.
(A?eOqe_ _ _555(VA_} NAR ATP OR_ (_tCtOtFIMl) (WtEI} (V_KIR_) _O,O_D O,OO0 tO.D00 O.OOO LREF 0.$0_ IN,
(A?_O0_) _ DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL ¢ONOITICY_$ _O,O0_ O.DO0 _,ODD _.000 _R_F 4.030_ _,
(A_O_) _ WS_gtFA_) NAR ATP OR_ (_tClOIFIM_} ¢Wt_t) (VSKtR_) tO.ODD O,0OO 40.0_Q Q°ODQ XMRP _.4S30 t_.( ?6$Z_} DATA NOT AV ILABL_ FOR ALL _OND_T_OhlO _0o000 0.000 4O.OO_ _°000 YH 0._0_ [_,
(a_e_z_) _ DATA NOT AVAZLABLE FOR ALL ¢ONOITIOhlS _O.QOQ 0°000 40.000 D.OQQ ZMRP 9._OG IN.
• CALE _.D04_
MACH 1.20 PAGE 5SI
EFFECTOF RUDDERFLAREWITHBASELINECONFIGURATION


















............. I ................ .i
"'O_16 -_4 -12 -IO - I - 6 - 4 - t Q ! 4 Q 8 IO $2 14 tQ
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
DATA $_T SYMB_ CONVtGURATZON O[SCRIPT|ON AL_HA ELEVTR RUDFLR RUDDER DEFERENCE IN_OB_ATION
(A76305) O M_55(PA_) NAR ATP _B (81¢$OiFIMI) (_lEl} (VIKSR$) $O.OQO Q.QOQ tO.ODD D.DO0 SREF 7.419D _Q.IN.
(A_03O6) _ HSSS(_A3} NAR ATP _B (_iCIDSF1Mt) (WIE1} (VSKSRt) 20.000 Q.QQD $O.QQO D.ODO LREF _.tO_O IN.
_A_3O_) _ DATA NOT AVAILABLE _OR A_L _ONO_T_ONS _D*QDD _.QQD IO*_QQ D.Q09 _RE_ 4.QS_D IN.
(A_5) _ OATA NOT AVAILABLE _OR ALL ¢_O|TTONS ID.QDO O.OOD 40.DDO D.DOD X_RB _.453D _N.
_A?_) DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOB ALL ¢(_OITIONS 20.QDQ _.OOD 4Q.BDO 8.DO0 Y_RP O.OOOO IN.
_a?_?) _ DATA NOT AYAZL&DLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS SD.DOO D.O8_ 4O.DgD Q.ODO Z_RP O.OQDD IN.
S_ALE D.D_4Q
























........ , ............ J .........
"*O_lQ -t4 -12 -tO • - Q - 4 - Z 0 _ 4 Q 8 $0 It 14 tS
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
DATA SIT $YHSOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA _LEVTR RUO_LR RUOO_R RKFER_NCE _NrORHATIO_I
(AYe30$) _) M555(FA3) NAR ATP ORB (B$CtOIFIHI) (W1_1) (V1KtRI) $O,ÚOO Q.OOO lfl,OQO 0,000 SREF T,4t90
(A_6_oe) _ MSSSIPA$) NAR ATP ORB (BICIDiFIHI) ¢W1£1_ (VIKIRt) 20,000 0.000 t0.000 0.000 LR£F _.1070 |_.
(A_e30_) _ HSSSIFA_) _AR ATP OR_ (_$CIDIF_HI) (_1_) _IK_Rt) 30.0Q_ 0.000 10.000 0,000 _R_F _.03_0 IN.
(A_3Z_) L_ _5_$(PA_) NAR ATP _R_ (BICI_IFI_!I} (WI_I) _lKIRl) _Q.00_ _o000 40.000 0,000 X_RP 3.4530 IN,(A_3_) MS_SIPA3) NAR ATP ORB (BtCtO_FI_!t) {Wt_I_ _9_i_? _t_ _.000 4U._00 0.000 YHRP 0.0000 _N,
(AY_Z_) _ HSI$IPA_) NAR ATP 0_ (BICIO_) _1_I_ _IR$) 30._0G 0.000 40.0_0 0.000 ZNRP 0.0000 IN.
• CAL_ 0.0040
























































































- S 0 S SO 1S 20 IS 30 55 40 45 SO SS QO SS ?0
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
SYMBOL RUO_LR PARAMITRIC VALUES R[FERI[NCE INFORMATION
lO.O00 MACH 1.990 CONFIG 3.000 SR{F ?.4199 $Q.[_.4o.ooo RUDDER 0.000 ELEVTR O.QO0 L _ _ 102Q IN
_R_F 4.Q300 IN.
_DELV 0.000 IQOELV Q,O00 XMRP 3.45_Q IN.
AILR<:>N 0,000 01BOAIL 0°000 YMRP Q.O000 IN,
IUDAIL 0,_00 ZNR@ Q.OOOQ IN,
DATA MIST, CO0_ I ICALE Q.0040































































































-.O_S. B 0 S tQ _S 10 t5 3Q SS 40 45 5Q S5 QQ G5 YO
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
S_'t48_L. RUDP'LR PARAHE.TRXC VALES R_FI_RE:NC_ INFOR_J,'T'ION
IO.O00 _ACH Q.ISO0 CONFI G I,S. 000 SR(F T.4tgi9 $_.1N*40°0 RUDO[N G O00 [LIrVTR O.O 0 I.R[F 2 1020 IN.
ORC'F 4.0300 IN,
OIOI[L¥ 0. DO0 IBDELV O. 000 XI4RP _S.4530 IN.
AILRON O.O00 _OA IlL. 0.000 Yi#RP _], Ooclo IN.
IBDAI[t. 0 . DO0 Zt4RP O . ¢IOQO 1 N .
DATA H|ST. COO[, [ SCAL[ O.OI]40
M555[FA3) NAR ATP ORB [BICIDIFIMI][WIEI)(VII_IRI) (Y7S305) i0 NOV 72 PAGE 598
LATERkL'DIRECTION^LSTkBILITYCHkRkCTERISTICSFORRUDDERFLkRE





















-- 8 0 g tQ tS tQ 15 _O _5 40 4S SO 5S QO sS ?O
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
SYMB_- R_DVL.R PARAH_TR|C VALUE_ R_V_RENC[ INFORMATION
lo.ocso _ _.990 CONFIG _.OQO GREY ?.4tgQ _Q.IH*40 0¢10 RUOO(R O.OOQ [L[VTR O*O O L [F _ tQ_ IN*
BR_V 4._3Q_ IN.
C_O[LV a*OOO ISD_LV O.OOO X_RP _.4_ IN.
A_LR_N O.oOO _BDAIL O.OO0 YHRP Q.QQQQ iN.
[_OAIL O.oOO Z_RP O.OOOo I_.
OATA H|$T. C_lDE Z _¢A_[ _.OQ4Q


















































































































































































































-. O_S.. 9 D 9 tl.0 IS 2G _S SO _SS 40 4S SD SS QD Q5 TO
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
SYMSO(- RIJ1DFLR PARAMETRIC VALUI[S RtWWRI[NCI[ IHFORI4ATION
1.0.000 MACH 4,geD CONI_ I G 3.ODD SRIrF T.419O SQ*IN.40.000 RUDDER O.O00 ELI_VTR O.D LRl[W 2.10_0 IN.
(_SOI[L9 DoQOD IBDI[LV O.DDD BRIEF 4°Q_O0 |N.
XMRP _S.4530 IN.
AILRON O,0OO OeDA[I. O.ODO YNRP 0.0000 IN.
IBDAIt. O. (IOO Zt4RP D. CH3OG [N.
DATA HI:ST. COOl[ I SCALI[; _.0040
M555CFA.'3] NAR ATP ORB CBICIOIFIMI]CWIE13CVlKIR1) CY7G3053 I0 NOV 72 PAGE GO3
EFFECTOFRUDDERDEFLECTIONWITHBASELINECONFIGURATION







-*tT*l@ -t4 -12 -tO - il - @ - 4 - I_ • _* 4 il II tO 11_ ta 1@
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
OATA SET SYMBOL CC4_FIGURATIC_I OESCRIPT|OH ALPHA ELIrVTR RUDPLR RUODER REFERENCE _HFO_MAT|ON
(ATiS304) _ HSSS(_rA3) NAR ATP ORI_ (_CIDtFIM$) (WIE_} (V_K_RI_ D,OOQ [I.I3DQ lQ_Oq(l [1,D013 SREF ?.4190 S<lo [_I
(AI*iS_05) L._ _¢555(FA3) NAR ATP ORI3 (BICtDtFIHI) (WtEt) (V_KIRI) 1(3,000 0.000 tOoOOO 0°000 LREF Z*t(]_] lt_.
(A_CS_3(_) _ HSSS(FA_) NAR ATP OR_ (_tCtDIF_H_) (WSE$) {_*KtR_t Q.EIO0 El,ODD $13oElOO tS,QO(] _REF 4.O_O(_ _N.
¢&:'6_S_I ) U 94_$_(1_A_) I4AR ATP ORB (BICtD_F$M$) (wtEl_ (VIK_R_ _Q°OOQ O._QO SQ.OQ(] 15,0Q(] XMRP 3.4530 IN.
YMRP D.OQQO _N.
ZM_P OoOOQO EH.
































































































































































































































































............ ' * .... ' .............. . .... I
--'_Olcs.... -Z4 tt -10 8 6 4 t D _ 4 6 8 20 |2 t4 t6
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
DATA SET SYMB(_I- CCWNFIGURATION O_SCRIPTION ALPHA _L_VTR RUOFLR _UOD[R R_F_:R_NCE [N_-ORMATIO_t
(Ay6504) 0 DATA NOT AVAILABL{ _(:_ ALL CONDITI_4S O,OQO O.ODO 10o000 0.000 SR_" ?.4190
(ATeSOS) L_ MSSS(FA3) NAR ATP OP.B (BtCtDt_%H%} (W1_1) (VIKIR_) %0.000 _,000 t0.000 0.000 LR_ 2.%020 [N.
(A='0550) _ DATA NOT AVAILABL_ _rO_ ALL CONDITIONS 0_00_ 0,900 tO.()O_ 15.000 BR_" 4.0_00 IN.
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-'05t6 ..... -t4 -$_ -lO Q I 4 _ O 2 4 Q B [D 1_ 14 16
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
OATA SET SYMO_ CONFIGURATION OESCRIPTI(_t4 ALPHA _L_VTR RUDFLR RUDDER R_RENCE INFORMATION
(Af6_04) 0 M_SS(VA3) NAO ATP _ (81(tDt_M1)IWI_I)(VIKt_I) O.G_O 0.0_0 10.000 0._0 _R_F
_.4L9_
(A?_O_) _ M_55(_A_} NAR ATP _B (8tCtDt_IM1} (Wt_) (V_K%R1) _O.DOB O.00O _0,_0 0.00_ LREF _.10_0 IN.
(A_OS30) _ M_S(FAO) NAR ATP ORB (_tCIO%_MI) (W1_1} (_K1R1) _,_0_ _.000 _.000 15,0_0 BR_F 4.03_0 IN.








--'0"_16 -t4 -12 --tO -- @ 6 -- 4 _ 0 _ 4 6 @ _LQ t_ 14 /,@
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
OATA SET SYMBOl. CONFIGURATION OESCRIPTIOt4 ALPHA _L[VTR RUOFLR RUOD_R RE_RENCE INFORM&TION
(a?_O4) _ MSSS(FA3) NAR ATP _RB (@$CtOtFtMt) (_SEt} (VIZIR1) @.@DO @o@0_ t@o@@@ @.@@O _R_ _.4t@_ _@.IN.
(A?@_05) _ M55@(FA_) NAR ATP ORB (81_10tF1_1) {WIEI) (V_Kt_I) tOo@_O GOOD0 10o0_@ O,O00 LR_F _,1_@ IN.
(_y_@) _ _55@(_&_) NAR ATP _R8 (BtCiDtFiM$) (WIE1) (VtKtRt) @.GOD O.@@@ l@.@_D 15,QO_ @REF 4.O300 1N.
































"'0%t6 -%4 -1, -tO - 8 - • - 4 - _ 0 _ 4 • S tO St t4 _l
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONVlGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA _LEVTR RUDVLR RUDOER _FE:RENCE INFORM_TIO_
(A_OS04) _ DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS O.QOQ O.O00 !0.000 a. O00 SREF _.4190 SQ. ]_N.
(A763OS) L_ MSSS(_A_) NAR ATP OR_ (BICIDiFtHt) (WtEI) (VIKiRI) iO.DDO Do_OQ 10.0DO O.OO0 LR_F _.10_0' IN.
(Af6_30) _ DATA %qK_T _VAILABLE FO_ ALL C_DtTIONS D.QOQ _._0 SO.ODD %5,_0_ BR_F 4._0 IN.


























--°0550....... -14 12 10 8 6 4 I 0 t 4 G 8 10 t_ 14 IG
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOl. CONFIGURATIOH DESCRIPTION ALPHA _L_VTR RUDPLR RUOD_R REFERENCE INFORMATION
{A76_04) _ DAIA ttO_ AVA%LABLE _ ALL C_t_IT]_S D.DD_ D.O_Q tO._DD D.QDD _R_F ?.42_Q SQ._N.
¢A?e305} _ MSSS(FA3) NAR ATP ORB (BICIO_F_Ht) (W!(1} (VIKtRI} tO.ODD O.OOO _O.OO0 O.ODO LREF Z*tQ2Q IN.
(AYe330) _ DATA NOT AVAILABL_ FOR ALL CONDITIONS Q.QQO O.OOO IO,OOO tS.ODO BR[F 4,0_00 IN.
(ATO_31) [] DATA NOT AVAILABL[ FOR ALL CONDITIONS tO.D00 O.OQO 10,OOO IS.ODD XMRP 3.4S39 IN.
YWRP Q*aOQQ IN,
_CAL_ Q.QQ4O
MACH 4.96 PAGE 615
EFFECTOFRUDDERDEFLECTIONWITHBASELINECONFIGURATION
















-'05t6- -14 -12 "tO 8 6 4 -'t O t 4 6 6 IO 1_ %4 tS
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
DATA _f SYMBOt. CONFIGURATION O_SCRIPTION ALPHA _L_VTR RUOFLR RUOD_R R_FI[RENC_ IN_ORMATIO_L
CATS304) 0 W555(FAS} NAR ATP _B (BICIDIFIHI) ¢W1_2) (VtKtR1) O.OOa Q.QQO I_,0_ _.QD_ SR[F _+419_
{A_S3_5) _ MSSgtPAS) NAR ATP ORB ¢81CIDtFIM_) (WI_I) {VIKtRt) t_.OOO Q^_00 10,_00 a.ooo LR_F Z,IO_ IN.
(A_S30) _ M55_(PA3) NAR ATP _RB (81CtOtPtH_l (W$_$_ (V1_1_1} O.O_ _.ao_ IG._ _.0_0 BR_F 4°_a IN.
(A_I) U HS_5(PA3) NAR ATP ORB (_102_1Ht) (W1£1) (V_K_R_) tO.O0_ _.aoo 10.000 15.000 XHRP 3.45_0 IH.
! T_RP D,Q_OO IN.
Z_RP _.ooao %H.
SCAL_ 9.0Q4_




........... . . . . , .......
-POSSl..... -t4 t_ --IO 8 6 4 _ 0 t 4 G 6 tO S_ t4 |e
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
OATA _{T SYMB(_4.. CONFIGURATION OISCRIPTIOfl ALPHA _L_VTR RUD_LR RUOO_R REFER_NC_ INFORMATION
(AY6304) _) MSSS(_A3) NAR ATP ORB (BiCtOtFtHt) (W%[t} (VtKtR%) Q.QDD 0.000 tO.OOQ 0.000 SR_F ?.4190 SQ, IN.
(A7630S) L_ MS55(_A3) NAR ATP ORB (BtC1DtFIM1) (W1£1} (V%KtR1} lO.OOO O.OOO tO.D00 Q.000 LREF 2.1G20 IN.
(ATe_o) _ NgSS(FA_) NAR ATP ORB (BICZOtFtHt| (WIEt) (VtKIRI) Q.QDQ O.OOO tO.OOO 15.000 _R_F 4*Q_Q IN.

















































































































































































































































































































-'05$I .... -14 t2 -lO 8 6 4 Z 0 _ 4 6 8 tO IZ t4 IG
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
OATA SET SYMBC¢. CONFIGURATI_ OESCRIPTI_ ALPHA EL[VTR RUOFLR RUOOER R_F_R_NCE INFORMATIOt_
(A76304) C_ OATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITII_NS O.BBB B.O00 10.B00 B.OOO SR[F ?.4190 30.1N,
CaTe305) _ M555(WA3) NAR ATP C_RB (BIClDIFtMi) (WtEI_ (VIKIRi) tB.O00 3.000 IO0_BB B*OO3 LR_ 2.1020 IN.
¢a76330) _ OATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL C<:)NDITI_S 0.000 0.000 tR.ORO iS.000 _R[F 4.0300 IN.
¢A_3_) [] OATA NOT AV&ILABLE FOR ALL CONOIT|ONS tB.B_0 B.OQB tO.QOB 15.000 XMRP _.45_o _N.
YMRP O.DO00 _N.
SCAL_ 0.3040























































-.t8 - S O 5 tO t$ IO 25 30 &5 4D 45 SO S5 QD S5 Yo
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. OEGREES
SY_B_t_ RUOO_R PARAMETRIC VALUES REFeReNCE INfORMATiON
0.000 MACH 0.900 ¢ONFXG 5.000 SR[F
T.4190
_5.¢1o0 RUOFLR lO.O00 EL[VTR a.oo0 LREF _.10_0 iN.
OBO[L¥ 0o000 ZBO[LV 0.000 BR[F 4.0300 _N.
XMRP 3.4530 ZN.
AILRON 0.000 OBDA|L 0.000 YMRP 0.0000 _N.
IUOA[L O.Oo0 Z_RP 0.0000 X_.
DATA HIST. COO[ _M _CAL[ 0,0040
































--.S8 S 0 S SO 2S _D 2S &O 35 40 4S SO SS DD D_ 70
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
SYMBOl. RUDDER PARAMETRIC VALU[S R_F_R_NCE iNFORMATION
0.000 MACH 1.960 ¢ONFIG 3.000 SR_F ?o4190 $Q.IN*$5.000 RUO_LR _O,OO0 _L[VTR O.GO0 L E Z,tQ_O IN
BR_F 4.0_00 IN.
OGDELV O.OOO IBOELV O,OOO XMRP 3.4530 TN.
AILR<_'N Q.OOD <:)E.DAXL O.O00 YWRF Q.OOOQ IN.
|ODAIL O°OOO ZMRP Q.O0_O IN.
DATA H1ST* COOT TM SCAL_ O*O04Q
M555CFA3] NAR ATP ORB C81CIDIFIMI]CWIEI]CVIKIRI] CW7B304] I0 NOV 72 PAGE 825
LATERAL-DIRECTIONALSTABILITYCH^R^CTERISTICSFORRUDDERDEFLECIION



















-.D3S B 0 _ _Q tS 2Q t5 BD 35 40 4S 50 55 QO 05 TO
ANGLE 8g ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
SYMBOL RUOO_R PARAMETRIC VALUES R_FER_NC_ INFORMATION
0.000 MACH O.6OQ COHFI_ 3.0OO SR£F ?.4190 SQ.I_.25* RUOFLR _0.000 EL_VTR 0. 00 LRE 2,10_ IN*
UR£_ 4.0300 IN.
CmO[LV O.OOO IBO[LV O,OOO XMRP 3.4530 t_.
AILR4_4 O.OOO _DAIL OoQOO TMRP Q.O000 IN,
IBDAIL O.OOa ZMRP O,OQQO IN.
DATA HIST. CocO{ IN SCALE O,O04O






























....................................... . .... J .... , .........
-. O_S5- S O 5 lO i5 l[O 25 3Q 35 40 45 SO 55 °Q 45 1"0
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
SYMBOL RUDDER PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERtNCE IN_'ORMATION
o.o00 MACH O,9SO C_FIG 3.OOO SRtF 1".4190
SQ. IN.
2S.OOO RUOFLR tO.O00 ELEVTR O.QQQ L EF _.IQ_Q 1N.
OBDELV 13. OOO I BOELV O . QOO °RWF 4 . QS Q0 [ N .
XMRP S.4SSQ IN.
AZLRON Q.ODO _DA[L S.OOO YNRP Q.OQOO IN.
°°SAIL °.OO0 ZHRP O. O{]O_ IN,
DATA HI[ST. COOl[ [)4 5CALl[ Q.OO4Q


















































































































-oO3S. 5 O ,_ :LID I,S IO _S 30 3S 40 45 SO 55 /SO 6S FQ
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, 0EGREES
SYMBOL RUDO_R PARAMETRIC VALUES REFF_R_NCL_ INFORMATION
O.OO0 MACH t.960 CONS" I G _.OOO SREF ?.A_90 S_. It_._5.0o0 RUOFLR IO.O0 I_t.[VTR 0 000 LR_F 2 %0_Q IN
BR_F 4,03DO IN.
OGD[LV O.OOO IBO£LV G.OOO XMRP 3.45_Q IN.
AILRON O.OOO OBDAIt. D.OOO YMRP O,OOQO IN.
IBOAIt. O*OOO Zt_RP Q.O000 IN.
DATA H_ST. CO01_ IN SCAL[ 0,0049






































-. 0;_5 -- t 0 S tO $S ZO 25 3() &5 40 45 SO SS 60 QS yQ
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
SYM_0t- RUOO_CR PARAMETRIC VALU[S REF_R_HCE INFORH_TION
0.000 MACH O*900 CONF [ G 3.000 _R_F
7.4190 5Q.IN.
tS.O00 RUOFLR 10.000 mrt.EVTR O.OOO I.R_F 2.2020 IN.
OGO[LV O.QO0 I_OELV 0.000 BR[V 4.0_00 IN.
XHRP !S .45!S0 _N*
A ! LR<_N 0.0(]0 ¢)BOA I I. O.O00 YI4RP O*O00O IN*
|BOA |1. 0. (]00 ;[MRP Q. 0000 _I_1.
OATA H_ST. COOl[ _M SCALI[ Q.O040
































































--* ' - S O S IO tL5 stO iS _,SD 3S 40 4S SO SS GQ iS5 70
al5 .................
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
SYMBOL. RUDOE_R PARAMETRIC VAI.U_S REFERtNCE INFORMATION
O.aDO MACH l*9SO CONFIG 3*ODD SR[I r 1',4190
SR.IN.
IS.OO RUOF'LR tg.OQ _L_'VTR Q°QOQ $.RVF _.IQ20 IN.
_DI[t.V O. 0()0 I BD[LV O,O00 BREF '_.D_O0 IN.
XNRP _,4530 IN.
AILR_ 0.0_0 OBDAt L O.OOO YNRP _, O00Q IN.
|BDAIL 0. OQ(] ZNRP O. OO(_O IN*
DATA HIST. C00£ IN SCALE 0.(]040










































































































































































































































































































































































-'14so...... 4s 4Q SS -30 18 -_O -iS -10 S 0 S 10 _S
ELEVON DEFLECTION, DE
_YMBO¢_ ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFER_NC_ INFORMATION
0.000 HAtH O.SO0 8ETA O,OO0 SREF 7,4190 _Q.IN.10.000 CONFIG 3.000 RUDO[R . 00 L Z.IOZO IN.
20.QO0 RUDFLR 10.000 AILROH 0.000 BR{F 4,0300 IN,
XHRP 3.4S_0 IN,
OBOAIL O.DOQ IBDAIL O_O00 YHRP 0.0000 IN,
ZMRP 0,0000 IN,
DATA HIST. COOT I_C_GI SCALE 0.0040



















































































-*:_so -4s 40 -ss -SO 2S -ZO _ls
-to - 5 D 5 t9 t5
ELEVON DEFLECTION, DE
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES REF_FIENCE INFORMATION
0.000 MACH 2°990 RETA O.QO0 SREF
?.419D S_.TN.
lO.OOO CONFIG 3.OOO RUDDER D.O00 LREF _.1020 IN.
<_ 20.000 RUO_LR tO.O00 AILRON O,OOQ BREF 4.030Q IN,
XMRP 3.45_0 IN.
OBDAIL 2.DUO IBDAIL D.OOQ YWRP O.OQOO IN,
INRP Q.OQQO IN,
DATA HIST, COOE I*C_GI SCAL[ 0.0040







• , , . ................... . .........
-" ta-sD -45 --4D -$5 -SQ -tg -tO -IS -i_ - S _ S tD t,5
ELEVON DEFLECTION, DE
:SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFeReNCE INFQRMATI<_N
_Q. 0013 HAtH _.990 B_TA O*DDQ 5R_F 3",41g{] 3Q,IN.4O QO0 ¢ONF I G 3,QDO RUnOER oQQO t. E Z.tQ_O IN.
5REF 4. D_,OQ IN.
RtJOFLR ILQ . Q(30 A 11.RON O.OOQ XMRP 3 , 453t3 IN .
OeOA [ L O.Q00 IBDAIL O.OOO YHRP Q,QGGO IN *
ZHRP Q.O0(]O IN.
DATA HIST, COO[ ItC_GI $CAL_ Q.QO4Q
















































-'1_I0 -4s -40 -SS -SO" -Is _to -ts -10 - ! 0 s to $s
ELEVON DEFLECTION. OE
SYMB I:_.- ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
_0.000 HACH 4.96° BETA O.O00 SREF
?.419Q SQ.IN.
40.000 CONFIG 3.000 RUDO£R 0.000 LREF _.2020 IN.
R_FLR I0.000 AILRON O.O00 SREF 4.0300 IN.
XMRP 3.4530 IN.
_OAIL O.Q00 IBDA1L O.O00 YHRP O.0QQO IN.
ZHRP Q.O00_ IN.
DATA HIST. COOE l*C*OI " SCALE S.OOAO















































"'45S0.... 4S 4° 55 -_0 25 -_0 -15 -SO - 5 0 S IQ SS
ELEVON DEFLECTION. DE
SYMBOl- i ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES R[FER_NC_ INFORMATION
30.oaO MACH 0.600 BETA 0.000 _R_F T.4$90 SQ*IN.4 OQO COHFIG 3,0 RUOO_R ° L E _ I_0 IN.
RUOFLR 10,000 AILRON 0.000 8R[F 4°0300 IN.
XMRP 3.4S30 IN.
_°AIL 0.000 1BOAIL 0.000 YHRP 0.000D IN.
ZMRP 0.9000 IN.
OATA HIST. C¢0[ I_C_G! OCAL[ O.Oo40




































4°SO -45 -40 $5 _3Q" t5 -_0 -15 -t0 - S O $ tQ t5
ELEVON DEFLECTION, DE
SYMB_t. ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALU_S RtF_RENCE INFORMATION
_O.OOO MACH O*gGO B_TA O.OOO SREF _.41gQ SQ.IH.4_.000 CONFIG _*OO RUDO_R °*OOQ L *$Q_O IN.
RUDFLR IO,OQO AILRC>N 0,000 _R{F 4,Q_QO IN.
XMRP _,4S_O |N.
C_OAIL O.OO° 1BDAIL O.°O° YMRP O.OQO0 I_.
ZMRP _.QOQO IN.
OATA HIST* CC_0_ [_C_GI $CA_I _.QQ40
















































































































































"'4;$0 -4s -40 -ss -SO -Is -to -is -,tO - S 0 s tO _s
ELEVON DEFLECTIOn, DE
SYM8(:_- ALPHA PARAI41[TRI¢ VALUES _[FERI{NCE XNFORH_TION
0.000 NACH 4.960 I_TA 0°000 SR[F
?o4190 SQ.TN.
tO.O00 ¢Ot4FZG 3.000 RUDDER 0.000 LRE_ _.1Q20 IN*
ZO*SO0 RUOFLR I0,000 AILRON Q,QO0 BREF 4.Q3GO IN.
XHRP 3.4g_G [N*
OaOAIL O.OOO IROAIL O,OQB YNRP O.OQQO IN,
ZMRP Q*OQQO IN.
OATA HIST. CO0[ I_C*GI $CRL[ 0.0040


























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































-*O_so -AS -40 -55 -50 -_S -£0 -tS -tO - 5 G S 10 SS
ELEVON DEFLECTION, DE
5YMBOt. ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES R_FER[HCE INFORMATION
• Q.O00 HACH 2.990 B_T& O°OOD SR_F ?.4t_Q 5_.tN_• 40.000 cONFIG _oOQG RUDO[R .D G _ E _*101D IN*
BRaY 4,0_00 IN,
RUO_LR 20.000 _O_LV 0.000 XNRP _,45_0 IN*
|DO[LV O.QQO AILRON 0.000 YHRP Q.O000 ZN.
_eOAIL O*QOO IBDAIL O,O00 ZWRP _.0_ IW,
DATA HIST. COO[ I_C_GI SCALE D.OQ4Q
















































































































































































































































--- ,I I !i
........ . . | ............ I .
"'t_BO -4S -40 -_ _30 -Z$ -£0 -iS -tO - 5 O S tO tS
ELEVON DEFLECTION, DE
SY_OL ALPHA PARAt_R%_ VA_I_S R_F_R_N_ I_ORNATION
0.000 MACH B.eO0 BETA O.OOQ SRtF ?.4_90 SQ.IN.IO*OOQ ¢ON_IG _.000 RUOD_R _Q L _F _ tD_Q IN.
BR_F 4*O_DQ IN.
_0.000 RUOF_R IO.OOQ OgDELV O,OOQ XNRP _.45_Q IN.
IBO_L¥ 0.000 &ILRO_ G._OQ YNR_ O.OOGO IN.
<_DAIL 0.000 I_DAIL O,OOO Z_RP O.OQO0 IN.
OATA HIST, CO0_ I*¢*G| SCAL_ 0.004_






















































































































































































































--* . . .SOSO -45 -40 -&5 -_Q 2S 20 -SS -tO - S 0 S to $_
ELEVON DEFLECTION. DE
SY_80_. ALPHA PAR.A_ _A_ll_ _F_C_ I_IItr_NATION
0.000 NACH O.gO0 .BETA 0.000 SR_ T.4ttO SQ,tN.tO.g00 CONVtG 3.000 'RUDO_R O.OOO LRE_ _ tQ_Q [H,
8REF 4.Q3QO _N,
• 0.000 RUOFLR tO.O00 OBOELV 0.00_ XNRP _.4S_O iN.
tBO_LV O.ODO A_LR_ _.OOO YHRP O.OOOO ZN.
OBOAtL 0.000 tBOAIL 0.000 ZNRP _.OOGO IN.
OATA HIST. COOl I*C_G! _CAL_ O.O040
H555[F^33 N^R _TP _RB CB_C_O_FIH_3_IEI3_V_RI3 CHTBC013 10 NOV 72 P_GE S_0
INCREMENTALCHARACTERISTICSFOROUTBOARDELEVONDEFLECTION
•"] ........................................................... t, .1
• °0 ' ' ' /




















--'_50 --45 --40 --_5 *30 --E_ --EO --|_ --_0 -- 5 0 5 tO |5
ELEVON DEFLECTION, DE
_YMBC4. ALPHA PARAM_TRZC V&LU£B REFERENCE INFORMATION
SQoGGQ H&C_ G+gQO B£_A G.QQG SR_F V.4_Q _G._.40.000 (ONFIG 3.000 RUOO£R O,OOO L E _,tG_Q IN,
BREF 4.0300 IN*
RUDVLR IOoOQO OeO£LV a,_GO XMRP _,AS_O IN,
IOO_LV O.OO0 AILRON 0.OaO YMRP O.OOQO ZN.
_6OAIL 0,o00 IBOAIL 0.000 2_R_ _._O_ 1_.
SCALE _.0040
DATA HIST. ¢OOI I*C*GI




























-'i_so -45 -40 -SS L30 -_5 -EO -t5 -10
- S 0 S _0 IS
ELEVON DEFLECTION, DE
SYMBO_ ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFER_NC_ INFORMkTI(_.N
30o000 HACH 2.9SQ BETA 0.000 SR_F ?.4IgO SQ. IN,40°000 CONFIG 5.000 RUDDER OoOOO LR_P t,$O_ IHo
RUOFLR tO,00Q OBO_LV 0,000 ORt_ 4,0_QO IN.
XMRP S.45S0 IN.
IBDELV 0.000 AILRON 0,000 YMRP S,O000 IN,
OBDAIL 0.000 IBDAIL O,OOO ZNRP 0.0000 IN,
OAYA HIST. C<>OE I_C_GI SCALE 0o0040





tS80 49 -40 -US -SO 25 _0 -$5 *tQ - S 0 S tO 1_
ELEVON DEFLECTION, DE
_YM_KX. ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUI_S R[F_R_NC[ INPORMATION
0.000 MACH 4.960 8ETA Q*OOQ SR[F ?.4190 SG. I_.ZO O00 CONFIG _.000 RUOO[R 0.000 L _F t.tO_O TN.
QR[F 4.03G0 1_,
_0.000 RUO_LR |O,O00 OBO_LV 0.000 XHRP 3.45_Q IN.
IOO[LV O.OOO AILR_ 0.000 YWRP Q.0000 ZN.
CQDAIL 0.000 IBDAIL QoO00 ZWRP O,O09D IW,
DATA HIST* COO[ I_C_GI SCALE O.OD40
M555[F^3) N^R ^TP ORB CBICIOIFIMI]ZWIEI](VIKIRI] CH76C01) I0 NOV 72 P^GE $64
INCREMENTALCHARACTERISTICSFOROUTBOARDELEVONDEFLECTION




























--*t_SG -4S °4Q --_S --30 |$ -tO °aS --tQ -- S 0 $ tQ t|
ELEVON DEFLECTION, DE
SYMBOt. ALPHA _ARAMETRIC VALUES REF[REN¢_ INFORMATIOt_
30.OOO HACH 4.960 6ETA Q.OQO SR_F ?.4tSQ
SQ,|N.
4Q.QOD (Ot_FIG 3.QQO RUDD[R Q,OOQ LR_ Z,IQ_Q IN,
RUDFLR IQ.OQO @D_LV Q.ODQ BR_F 4.D3QQ IN.
XMRP 3.45_D iN.
IBDELV G.QOQ AILRON O.OOO YMRP Q.OQQQ IN.
_DAIL Q,DO0 IBDAIL Q.QQO ZMRP Q.GQOQ IN.
OATA HIST. CODE I_C_GI SCAL[ O.QQ4O











































































TABULATED SOURCE DATA LISTING
Tabulations of the plotted data are available






I_*_1_ tl _erjv _8 tq/'c _ SsS P&_J[ S
NSSS(_/_) t4AR &lrlb _R_ (E|¢lOIIrtttl) (Iql_tOt| ( _ _N ?t )
O&_rA PARN41_TRt ¢ O&TA
Mqe:P • IP°41110 6Q.|t4. 104RP • _.4S3Q t_°' EL_I"A • .OQQ C_NF1G z 1,Q00t.lq_ • I_o1_0 It4. YMRP • ._0 tH.
ISlq_" • 4°Q390 tt4° Z_4RP i °_ |t4,
IK:ALq[ • .OQ4Q
RUN t4_, tJ 0 Rt4/L _ 4°_12 GRNDII_T lt411_R¥&t, i -S°QQI S.OQ
t_(:14 ALPHA 04 CLI4 CY CYN C:BL _ CAB CL CO L/t)
t .ml)0 ,e4Q -._110 *,Q_I_O °OO5(SQ °GQ2SQ -°OC_IO °Q4s;_O oQtQgQ *°Q211rO oQ44_Q -.4e4_u
t._Q t°SSQ -°_Q *°Ql4?Q °GQ_SO .QO_SQ ° o_QL_Q °Q4_Q .QI_*Qn -,_X_SQQ oQ41_O - ° lcj4_sU
I.t)_Q 4°QgQ °OtOSO **Q_SgQ .OOSl_ °_$Q -oOOO_O oQ4QSO °Ott2Q oQQI_CI .G4_I_CI .tTs_o
t°t)_Q ql._sQ ,O_Q -°QQ_IQ °QOT_ ,QQ_.O * °QQQ_LQ .Q301_ .Q_CI .Q_tgQ °thtOgQ °5_4Q
m°1)_10 e0_ °Q4_Q °_SSQ .QQ88Q °Q_O - °Q_Q_Q o034_)n .O_50 .Q4t40 .G4_70 ._)9400
I.O_Q tO.l_a oQ676CI oO_lQQ °QQgQQ °QQt_JQ -°OQQ40 .Q3;_IQ .Ol_2Q °Q_Q4Q .G44|0 _L._?_.0
t °t)_Q _4.TSQ °_LIS_Q .QL_Q °O_.Q4Q ,OQl_O ° .QQOOC) °_Q °QI:SgQ ot_430 .os6t_ _L.85_r40
IoS_)O IQ. eTO °_L4_QO , Q348Q °0t,1_Q ,QQ990 - ,13_/_ ,Q_(_2Q .O_4QQ . IL_rSQ .Q_SgQ t ._:5_0
RoS_O to.eeo ._L_O oQ4_;_Q .O_Lt8Q .n_80 - .QQGTQ °I_SOD ,Qt41Q .IStln °O?O_L(] t .g34_0
IE.Q_)Q _.Q.1_0 °Q_Cj(_Q °O?,_cjQ oO0_O .QOL_O - .QUG40 .03_LqSQ °QI_?Q .Q6Z?Q .O44tQ t o4_C_0
ckq_DTE:_lr oQ_BQ_ °OQ_e4 .OQQ;_8 °QQOQO °_00 - °(]01_L8 .QgDQ8 °(]01_Q _oQQQ_Q • _*_09
U N_° 8/ 0 R_vt. = 4,0_ GR_ZfD_I" _t411_VA_. = -5°_0/ 5°QO
_CH At.l_ C_l CLt4 Cy CYSt (:EL _ CAB CL CD
4._)5_) ._o ° °Q_SC_Q -.Q_49Q o_5(S0 oQ_nO °QQQSQ . Q4:L_I3 .QQL_J'_] -.G_SSO , Q4;_O - .eoo;_Q
_.05_) I.s50 - .Q_L3gO *°_I_O °(_C_4gO oQ0%80 .O_SQ °Q386Q .QG29_ -.QIS(_O .03_00 -.4t;_aO
4. S_'_ 4°5_0 . GCIOGC_ - °CI_L_Q .QO_gQ °CiQ_LTO °QQO_SQ .Q_O2Q ,OQ160 -.nQ_2Q .Q3820 -.GSG_S_
4._sg ql._S_Q °Q_L34Q -°OQgSQ .Q_]S:SQ . OQI4Q . QCIQ4Q °Q35_)0 . OQ_O . QQ92CI .Q3_Q °_4G?O
4°s_q_) 8°eP.Q .Q_gSQ -.OQQgQ oQ_'4Q .QO_Q °OQOSQ ,Q3;_OQ .Q_SQ .O_4_Q oQ3_S(_Q o($51_r0
4 ._)S_) _L_Ioe3Q °Q4_.Q .OG4_Q .Q_Q .Q0100 .0004(] .Q29:SQ .Q_SQ . O40DCI .03?40 t .QqsgTO
4.SSg _Ll_.qSeo .Qe4?Q .0_.44Q . QQI"rO oOG_,20 .QQOSn . _:1'4Q .OQ3QQ . QSI'_LQ .04090 t .394_Q
4.ssg 14 .eeo °QSSCIQ °O_SO .QQO013 .[30090 .QOQ30 .G_SgQ .Q(_3t Q .QI_?Q . Q4SGQ t .6Z_20 " •
4.SSg _0.74Q ,l_LO_O .QZSgO . OG'rSO .QGO4Q .G(]_30 .Q_S;_O °QQ_S;_Q .Q_20 oQSSSQ _ ._'_rO
4._sg _e°?40 °_L_IeO .G3_2Q °QU?4Q oOQ_SO .QOO3Q .Q_48(3 .QQ34Q °_L_L_SQ .Q(SSgO _ .1"_t80
4o_5g I_0, _?Q . _S_S4O . Q4OQQ .0_61'Q .QO_SQ .QGO_ .QZ4"rQ .0034O ._L_Q °QTS_O _ .?S_O
GRADtI_I" .O_S_S? .O0_I_L .QOOQ8 -oQ0008 - oQQGGQ -. QQIO'_ -.OOQZO .QQ594 -.OOG_S . _40_?
i6SStlrAS) _ A19 _i_O (DI¢IoI_rsIN1) (_I_t9_) C 03 _ VI_ )
i_Pl[St'tt_[ DATA PA8MA[_rRI¢ DATA
• 1P.AItQ I_,|t4. IO_P • ll.4880 1_i. _qrA • .OGO ¢C_IF|G _R |.sod
t.Ix1_ • D.|Q2Q |H, _ • .00_) |_io
IkqO P • 4,0800 11_, _ • oQ<_OD |_lo
8C _1.1[ • oOqAO
2UH NO. _41 O _ • 4,8? _I_ADi_J_I' INTI_VAt. • -S.OO/ 8,00
tAACx JU_Pt_A ¢N CLM Cy ¢YH CBt. CAF _ CL ¢_ I./0
oll)'r 2t,_O ot21_0 o0488D o .00420 ,_DS?O * °OQlAO _.Oll?O ,Q3TrO ,12320 o08880 3.48:E80
• 8_)1' n.100 .1488D .QSODQ **00700 .0068Q -.0011.0 o.01.420 o0382Q oIL394Q o0449.0 _. _18T483
o831P tgomIO ,ILDSSD .DS880 o°DILL_Q °00780 o°00_80 o°DI2SQ ,0401,0 ° 18660 .Q85',$0 2DeLl50
_881' I_P ,1_40 .1.8740 oOSg2Q **DIL41_ ,D0920 _ ,90_L80 -.t_1*AQ .04470 .1*?qSSQ °00(80_ _ oSA_SSCI
.88_, I_,1_0 otO71L0 oOe_JO _ o01*S)1*0 .Q_LOGO - .00_:10 o.0Z450 .04570 o1*gL_rO °_I_JSQ 3.4_4_L0
,Sgl' 8_L,800 .I_ISD oO_?SO - °0_04_ .Q_L050 -._X) -.03180 .05_QO .2_. 44Q .0987_0 2.80280
o887 33,8:80 .!_4Cl ° 06S_SCl **02_ .D1*Q30 _.OQtgQ -o0352D .D5180 .288(S0 ._.!1_ 2 °1_9570
_887 85._ oI[1_00 .0748D * .D_LS4D .QO98Q * oDD1*gD - .0¢C]8C] .Q55_0 .25_LI0 o1281Q l.gSg70
°881* _r ,480 o308L_ °0772Q * .D_I_4D .0094D - ._Q_q_3 -.04480 .G5050 °:L_DO ._LSIqSO 1,.?gS?D
.887 88 °48Cl .83_Q .08340 -o0_i30 ,OD61*Q m°_]_L1*O o.08090 °aSgSO °28_L20 .1.1P31"0 t o_7_80
• 887 4_ oA_Q o_HS&SQ °084_ °O_L41*Cl °0_820 w.O_L40 - °05420 ,000_0 ,8C)_$0 . $89_0 l o54520
_:531" 81..290 .:L_O?9 .061"00 -oO_tL80 °OlLGT_ * °OOZGO o.032_0 oOSC]SO .218_0 ,092_0 I_ ° 81.;;_J0
GRAOlI[_r °¢I1*_LQ? .001L85 ._[_44 o0000_ oiX]OO_ -.0_22 oO01*L_ .009Z9 ,008_1. -. _JlS_t
NO, q_/ O RtA/L. 8 G.28 GRADtE]_T INT[RVN_ = -8oQ0/ S.QO
I_CH ALPItA 04 ¢LH CY CYN CB I. CAF ¢J_ CL CD I-/D
.SK_[I I_| .48Q .1.8_.!J0 .D:580_ . * ._01.40 .00_80 -. 0014[I - .0_52_ .04_ . |47_0 .08_/_) 2.8||30
.800 I_S °420 °t7530 °OTJ'AQ o,O01LgO .00630 -°Q014(] **QGD_O .0442r_ o|848C) °00_0 2.38?90
.:500 28.8_.0 .1_0480 .Q8730 - .001.40 .100650 o,001.50 _°¢)1L_$0 .04_3 ,18880 ° G'Pr_-rc] 2.475:5ci
.too :L_.SgQ .1_2t0 °09900 °00880 °(]06L_ g.QD_LSCI - .0t03¢) .0487Cl o;_1330 .09300 2._g_50
o11,00 L'_ oqsec] ,L_I_ .1.1800 .01620 .G06_. 0 1.0t_30 o.olgo0 o05010 .2A_L2D ._LIS_O ;_°08820
oS00 :51o780 °3058Cl oiler40 o0_910 .00_0 _ . OG'_60 _o_300 oQ5_:10 .:L_r_L80 .14_La_O ! og2280
.I)00 38.g00 .8808D .140PO .04_L2D oQt_810 -o0C_40 **_6_CI ,05480 .3_?.10 . 11_S_0 l oTSS(]O
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I .flgO -tlD.|4o .@tlgO - .01_110 .OOAq_Q .02480 .Q1LOGO tO4MO . CI145Q .SSeSO .:LII'3SO 8_.042_0
II .IIOQ oe.tSO .e2YOO - .O03SO ._S4Q .O;_Q_CI _QOIBGO oO4_OO . G1L470 .56570 oL_r4TO _oa568Q
I! .11tlq -_o t4Q oII_I_SlO - .Q84SO0 o0459Q .O_LS4Q .m .0466Q oOt4?O o5?l:EO oL/_S_5_ _.o?3_t_
II._slo -4.06_) oi_3?_CI -oO_T_l_ oI_S4Q oQ|090 .QQSL_O .045St] oOl4?O o5YGOt_ .L_6Sa _.08_10
t .t_l_ ot .03Q o114000 OoQ_SIiSCI .00460 oQOe2CI oOO3L_O .04491] oQl4_O .S7889 oL_TIS?I3 _.09_0
II .Q_IO oOtO .0434t) *.CI_(_SO -oOt_80 oOOt 80 .QO_.O .044_0 .014:59 .SOL, t) .L_rl.41:l _. ClOSet)
II.ll_O t.OeO .e4SSQ -oO89tQ - .10341SQ - oO(_ILQ - .O00SQ .044?0 oC1_430 .5839Q .L_rS(SL1 2.0_$4S0
11._90 4oILtQ oe41_40 *oQe_)lO -.0S340 - .OQ66Q o oOCr_rQ .04_00 .Q1460 o$8C_2Q ._eO_q:_ d_.0_1_0
11.119Q _l.ltQ .Q4_ - .OeglO * .01vs_Q ooQt|8_ -.(]04?0 o041S80 oQI48CI .587"_0 o_SZ_I:_ a_. CIS03t:l
11.1190 O.L_O .e4eto -oO85_o *oO9_?o - .O_L_LO - .QO_90 .D48_0 .01490 .S851Q ._8;_q_ I_._S_O
I! .11_10 to.l_cI ._4_D4Q * .Qe_o0 -.lt_SQ * oO_ID_O -.OQG9Q .04900 o0_L490 o58L_0 ._8L.6_:1 • .QS990
GRAJOt[NT .O_t:S_S -.00009 - .¢_09Sg o.OQ_L -.00096 .ClO00t - .OOQC_ .00t;_4 . QOt]SP. .00040
U NO. t_ Q 104/L _ 4.8_ GRADI[ENT _HIl_VAL = -_oCQ/ 5.00

OAtt SS *_Jv _ I_r¢ I_R SS$ PACd( $2
NS$S _A$1 NAR ATP ¢_0 t_lClOllrtHtl _[tl mlr_2oel ¢ ¢_S NC_ _ )
DATA F_R_4(II_ | C OATA
• ?.41q)Q 14olt4. M4RP • ,.405Q !_1. ALPHA • 20.050 CCNV|4 _ 5.0t)0
_.I_V • 5.|0_0 lt4. _ • o000D 1)4. ILI_tTR _ .000 C_D_.V z .000
• 4°_Jo0 IN. ZHRIS • ._OOQ 1N° _C_.¥ • °000 AItJCN • .Q00
tC&L_ • .q040 ¢IBOA|I. = .000 |BOAI_. = .009
U 140. L_I/ Q RN_ • 4.1S GRADIE_IT |N11_VAL = _S.OO/ S.gO









OA_I[ tlb W'_ v| Im_'¢ _ SSS
PA_4_ _4
NSSS _lr&S! _ AllD _1_6 (151CIDIFtNS)(WIEI)(¥SKIR11 ¢fllN_$_) ¢ 0_ NOV "fl_ )
BATA PAR NqETR IC DATA
• V,4180 _I,|H, _ • S*4SqJQ 1N, l_'lrk • ,Q00 ¢_4F|G • :S,QQO
t.RIl_ • t,lOtO 1H* Yt_p • *OOQQ 1No WUO(_R = ,OOO RUOk'I.R • 10.000
• 4,0SOQ 1N, ZHRP • _0000 IN* I[LL_rrR = ,o00 ¢80_L¥ • ,Qo0
IK:At.I[ • ,0040 |BOE1.V = ,04)0 AILR¢_ = ,000
¢_OA|L. = ._ IBDA[L = .000
NO, IJl_/ 0 _ • S,Qt C,RAO[I_rT INTI_VNL, = -S,QO/ 5,00
_CH ALI_A 04 ¢134 Cy (:_l C_. C/dr CAB £1. _) L_
.801 81_.010 .llSY00 -,0_10 -,t_?60 .00200 - .00040 -.00QTO .04410 ,T9480 _:5_t) !.4?900
o_109 I_ ,4)IQ ,II70BQ - ,0%1S1_ -,011_36 ,00_80 ,00110 -,00_0 .04890 ,813570 +_5340 I_.L_rgso
,S09 ts,ogo ,t11_7_0 -o_q380 - ,00_90 ,OOlSO ,0(]040 -,005_.0 .05210 ,83610 ,40180 P.oeo3o
,3111) te .l_Q .IHSS)IQ - .024gQ ,61430 -. Qoogo -. C0640 -. 607$0 .05910 .8S830 .44_g_] 1 • g_3;_O
.1199 OQ.tOQ t ,0_S_0 - ._50Q .01L_rt3 .OCr?4Q -.01110 -.O0_BC] ._O .89830 .S1650 1 .?_5950
.S99 _Sl_.180 t ,107_O - .0421_0 - .GO_SCl oOtl_*0 - .00_80 -,OilS0 ,O_B0 .g4480 .5?84(i t ._S_30
.899 _4.tgQ t.t_O - ,_4_Q0 -*01586 ,QO_SO .OOtO0 -.Ot_gQ .O_g?Q .g9810 *_6610 1.51;_00
• 899 36 ._40 1,1897t_ - ,04440 -,01700 ,OD_DG *00_9C I -,0_300 °07160 1._830 .7_80CI 1.41;_80
°s89 _S8.480 t.32380 - .644S36 -.01750 .00630 .00130 -,03010 ,O?4OO 1.05080 .8OO?O 1.31930
• Bg9 40.806 t ,3_!1310 - .OA(_4_ -.01460 .QO(_O .O00L_O - .03_S_0 .01'480 1,08300 .81_00 1 ._3480
• 800 412.490 t ,44E_$0 - ,04040 -,011110 , OQ(SL_O -,QO$1Q - .04430 .017_0 t.Qg680 .94480 1.t0090
,31g _SI_.1_Q(3 1 ,t1?80 -. 04_S4:1 -.Q(_40 .01 t4Q -, O06ESO -,013_0 .QE_r00 .38_g0 .58440 ! ,_T,030
GRAOIlD_T ._O_SO -.OOtN - .006_5 .OQC_P .00013 -.00_08 .QOtS2 .Qt_4O .03139 -.O_T
RUN NO. Or/ Q RN/I_ z ql._? _KDI_ INTE:_VAt. : -8.00/ 8.00
I_A_H ALI_, CN C2_H CY C_I (2K. OAF CAB Ct. CO L_D
.I)01 I_.lrgO .01e30 - ,Qogto -.00310 .O0_gO -.00630 .lOl_t BCI .0_280 .33030 .37510 _._2930
.901 84.810 .931_80 -*01L_Q -.QOgso , OG_5O .OQOC_O .05910 .00500 ,8e400 .4Zg80 :E. 08S00
,1)01 _e ,STO _11,0_300 -*_310 _oOtO00 ,005_0 .O00[X_ * 01_'0 ,0_?(_0 .g44_0 ,49930 1 *88QgO
._01 _9. t76 1.10_;_6 - .03330 - .(]1_r_0 .00880 .00_ .01090 .66790 1o0t170 r * 58430 I. 1_196
.Slot 31 ,_00 ! ,_5250 - ,03870 -,03406 ,01_50 ,0033(] o01190 ,070_0 1.06400 ._1OO 1,00900
• 001 _3.470 t ,03g00 -,044_0 -.03860 .01_70 *QZtZO *60730 .07130 1.11_/_3 .?4480 !.49360
.00S _!1.910 1.4_650 - * 04TQO - *0_330 .0096(] .0t_0 .0_006 .0"r376 1,154?0 * 8_730 I . 39870
.901 _l? ,T40 1,47930 - ,03340 -°01170 ,00350 ,00_.0 -,01010 ,O'r_50 1,17_s30 .39780 1.31010
.801 _9.880 t ,5_4:50 -._88_ .011_6 .600Z0 -.60380 -.01_40 .O_'r 16 1.1B126 .g8356 1.22580
,1_01 41.076 1 .$?($50 -._810 .oog?o . OI3:L_PO -. 0_(_3 - .0_(5_0 .01_Sg6 t. 18980 1.03450 1.15610
.901 H.000 1 ._4810 * ,ID_3_ -.600_0 . o0_go --.00180 -*_00 *01'500 1 ._64510 1*11g_0 1.0_r1'46
Ck'_N3 t E:N"r .63484 -. 0061_ .0008g -.06013 -.OoOQg - .OOZES_ .006_8 .011_j;! .03548 -, 08;Jg?

NSSS(lVA$) teAR ATP ORB (B|¢lOSlrtlqS) (t41[l)_VI_SR_) (11TQ$03) ¢ _i _ I_ )
RIDrl[J_I4C_ O&T& PARA)CETR|C D&T_.
• 1r.411,_ _Q.1_¢. _ • IJ.4S_Q IN. QLeT& = ._ C¢_lvl¢. i_ 3.(I00
t.llt_ • totOl_O I_1. _rtcRiP • .ODGO IH. INDOE_ _ ._ RUDi_R = llo.f]oo
• 4.0_o0 _t¢. ZtCRP • .OOoO tt4. ELEVTR = .(]00 C_0£L¥ = .ao0
SC&LI[ • .0040 _[BO_L¥ = .000 AZLR_I = .¢190
CI_&IL : .000 IBO_tL = .090
RUN NO. tl)T/ 0 RN/I. = 4.t$ _4D|1_7 I_TI_V&I. = -S._/ S.O0
_CH ALPHA 04 CLM CY CYN CBL CAF CAB C?- ¢3) L/O
4.ggg 4t .$10 t .30500 -.l_tO .OllSO -.OOGSO .0(_7t_ .04690 .O_D_40 .94Gto .gOOt4) 1.05t00
4.g59 4?5.440 t o_S85GO -.tC_L40 .I_L_SO - .O00GO .OOL_70 .04G_O .00_0 .g7_?O .gS_O(_ .gFJ?50
4.S_g 45.4eo t .44s8_o -.t74so .Ot4so -.oot_o .00240 .04460 .1_8o .gg74o I .o78_) og_4go
4.95g 47o_O _LoS488a -.t8400 .OtSO0 - oOOO_O .002-_ .04450 ol)OL_O _L.01_80 t.l?'_?[} .8G3G_)
4.SS9 4g.S?O t o¢_.4g0 - .190SO .O_T_SO -._099 ._)270 .D4_40 oQD_80 |.O_OGO t .L_5_[_ . SOG?O
4.gSg St .eO_ 1.6g_50 -.lg_StO .(ITS40 - .(]Ot2_ .00220 .04280 .OOL_O t._O_ l ._563_1 ._t 0
4.Q59 5_S._(] _ oT_440 **Z0370 .o_gt(] - o001_(] . CK]_.40 .04150 . O0_JO l o01_70 _ .44_4t} ._0061)
4.15g SS.G40 1.8_S_)O -o_t_S?O .0_7_30 -.0013(] .¢SOL_O .04ClO0 .C1_80 t .(]0020 1.5_4t_} o65tgl3
4.9S_ S?.?t¢] _ o890G0 - o1_1790 .02950 -.00t30 . O0_:GO o_Sgs_J o0_)_60 .gT_40 t .ISlg4C_ .69_g0
4.95_) 59.?10 _L.93800 -.l_t?50 .0t940 -.o0_go oGG_gO .0_0 .OG270 .g44_0 1 ._g_cI .557"r0
4.g59 @l o670 t .9?Tro - .2_T_O .01980 -.00290 ._D .O_'tl) .0_0 .go_5D 1 o?5_GCl o5t48_1




DA_ IS _r_v TI _¢ _ $S$ P_ a2
OATA PARA_TRIC OAT&
L_D p • I°IQZQ IN° Y_P • °Q_DO |No RUD_ = .C_ RUDER _ IQ.O00
I 4oC_DO 1N. 2_P s o_DQQ IN. I_rVTR i oQ_ C_D_¥ R _ °QD9
RUN _. 4S/ 0 _ = _._? _ADIE_T _N_RVAL = *S._O/ S°_D
_kCH _T_ C_4 C_ CY _N • _L _A_ CA_ C_ C_ _D
t ot_ °_.QSO °_S?SQ - °QgeDQ _O_SO .QQ$gD o0_6S0 °Q_9_ _D4_tO ._$93Q .204?0 _ o_000
RUN _. _/ Q R_ I= ?.CC5 _RAD_E_T INTERVAL :_ -5.C_/ S.O0
_ m_TA CN _ CY CYN C_ CAF CAB CL CD L_
_._1 -qs._Q .4283D -°_3Q °0819Q .QQ_D oCK_4D . D_C_D .Q_54D °4_40 °_4550 Z°_910
_.g_l -4.t_D °4_gDQ - °Cr_SQ .QSt$O oQDQ_Q °OC_D .C_t 8D ._?.530 .4_GO .14_8Q _.8_OQ
2._ e.340 .4S_40 - .Q_ -.Qe_44D .Q_SQ -.QOS3Q .Q_t39 .Q2G40 .43Q80 .15_3Q _.84_0
S°_l 8o44Q .44_50 - °Cr_IQ -o2_4_Q -.QOISQ -.Q_?QQ ._$15_ °_40 .42_00 .25D4D _o831_Q
So,St IQ.470 °443_D -.Q_8_ -.15_8Q - °QQ43Q -.QO84D . Q_14_ .Q_6_O .4_t?a .14930 _. _43D
GR/_D _4T °ODt4? °DD_3 -°Q_ .OQQQ8 -.Q_llt -° QQQDG .D0024 °QOt44 .0002? .0Q445
6_11[ tlb _'JV 9t ttSF¢ Tt_lr SSS P_J[: 4_
91D_.RID_*_ oAlrA PARiJq_rR|¢ OATA
m lP.4_110 I_,|tt. 104RP • _,495tD |N, ALPHA m tQoO00 C¢l_|r. I 3._00
t.lq_ • I_.t_O _tto YMRP • .OOQO |ft. RtJ[X)E_ B .l_O RUDF1.R z t_)o009
• 4,0_90 I_1. Z_IRI m t .OOOQ _[tto ID.LrVTR • .OOQ ¢I_E;LV z _GO0
9¢_L1_ • ,Q040 |BOELV • oOO0 &ILRC_I = ,OGO
¢ISOAIL _ oOOO I80&lL • oOGO
RUH 1_, I_/ Q RtUt. t 4.tt GRAD_ID_T INTI_VAL _ -S.OOJ $._D
_CH E_T_ ¢_ _-_q ¢Y ¢YN CEL OAF CAB CL ¢D L/O
t._190 -to.t4Q ._990 -.044_0 .l_tO ,008_0 .09649 .0_030 .0_99 oI_S_ olt 030 1_.999;_9
I_,SSQ -e,ZtO ,1_)0 -.134470 .09e_O .OOT_Q oO0_SO o_9_0 o0_390 .1_5_0 _llO _ ._S3_SO
1_.9_t) -_o _,49 o1_r_90 - ,94L_JO .O?t4Q o005:S0 .tX_41_ o059_0 .Ol_sgt) .L_6_TO .ltOSO _ .'_9830
!,1_99 -4 .¢_B_ ,l_e_S?O -.04_S_ .04479 o0(2360 .(X_S'._ ._870 .Ot_ .L_?_a ._L!49 _.400tQ
I_./bgQ -1[.040 ,_S_O - .Oe,_S?O o0_090 ,0011)0 oO(]2L_ .058(_ .0_31_ .L_979 otitl_O I_ o4;_401_
t .1)gO .OOQ .l_e_O - .04._0 -oOQ4_SO . O_OS)O oGO0(S9 .O_e40 .0231_1 .Wr_6Q o_D9 !.4_?0
tolmQ t,_ olt9_09 -,04_'_9 - oOL_J_O .O0010 _o00_00 .05870 .Ot_SSO .L_4SO *ttL_JO 1.43070
1_.999 4.099 ._J09Q -,04400 **OS_?O -.00150 -oCX]L_Q ocl5979 .Ot_SSO ._4_0 .itS80 _o4_J50
t,_90 QoI_O_ o199Sa -.045_0 *,08040 o.t)03_9 - .t]0350 .05980 .(]_380 oL_90 . ll:S?O 1_,400tQ
1,990 8,1_00 .1879(] -.043?0 -. _O_SO -,OOSSQ -o_)SO0 o0_040 .Qt400 ,L_O , _l:S_O I[ ,_1_J50
t,999 $O._L_O ,18690 * .045_S0 -._34_0 -o001"49 * o00_3¢) .06099 .014_0 ._:698D .tt4_Q I_ ,3_371)
9_RAOI[I[_[T ,00095 - .O(XX_ -oO_tO - .0C_$9 -,00971) .OOOl_ .OOOQ1 ._Dgi .OQO_ .QOt_S
U NO. _4/ Q R_VL = 4o8S GRAD|ID_r _NTI_VAL = *5.00/ 5.00
_¢H e_rA O_l 0.14 CY _ Q_- _ CAB O. CD _0
4.1)59 -IO.Ot a *169gO -. o_r_o ,_J4QO _O|o_o .00570 .0_680 . O0_J I) . _LS(S4O .08740 ! .79910
4.95g -e.090 .t?S:2Q - ._e(]O °0?470 .009L_ .00530 ,0547t:l ,00359 .29200 ,08640 t .87510
4,S99 -_S.OS0 .t 80_0 -*_e20 .¢15490 .09620 .00440 ,053tQ .00340 .16?80 .08580 t.gS4:S0
4.959 -4.940 .te4_9 -.030_0 .93390 .0Q4_O .1_349 .95990 .00550 .t?tSQ ,08430 1.03410
4.959 -t.9_0 , _9_80 -.035t(] .Q$$_SO . (X_O oCQt 80 .[14ggO .0G3_Q .174_0 .08380 _ .01rT_O
4*999 .QOG *_agSO --*_O - .O0_SSD .00_90 .O0(Y_O ._49_0 o_0_980 °17700 * 0837(] _*_950
4.999 Z,O_O otBgSQ -*03_SQ - .0P.240 -*00980 -.OOt30 *_QtQ .OQ3?O . l?_sgo *08450 :E.09_QO
&*95_) 4.1_40 ._1_0_0 *.09_0 -.O_g40 -.00_80 -.00_80 * Cl5200 .(]0380 * _Tr59 .986_99 _ .049_SQ
4*959 I_. _1.0 . _LIS990 --o03200 -.05970 - .0_499 -.0_420 .0534(] .(]0390 *$_950 *08789 i1_.13t090
4.9S9 8_090 .186_0 -*_2930 -.97900 -.0065(] -.D0499 * 05470 .Q_4O0 . tT549 * ¢18950 t.99et0
4.9s9 t0.030 .t8999 -._8_0 -.09990 -.0_860 -.099_ .056P.0 o0(1400 ._T2;_Q .(]9980 %.gtSS0
GRAOi[_'T . _097_ . O(]GO_ - .0091.;_ -.00096 -. QOO?? . OOl)_2 .00003 .OOOT3 . (]90L_ .009;_9

OA_I[ IS _'_ vlt _lff¢ _ SSS PAr_ 45
_S$ _AS) N_q AI_ _l_l_ (O|¢tOtlrS_l)G_ttl ¢¥|KtRtl (R_$Q6) ¢ 03 _V _8 I
_lq_l_4C_ OATA P/d_AH_TRI¢ DATA
• Vo4t_O 6Golt_. _qP • _o4S_Q 1No /d.Pl_ I IEO°QQQ CC_I_|_ z _.000
_._ • t°tQZQ tH. YI4RP • °OQGO |14o _ t oQgQ "RU_I_R • _040CIO
CBQAIt. • .OQQ 1BOAI_. _ ._ .
tot_ o_LQ._I4SQ t o_L4_Q ° .144SQ .tiZ4Q .01_Q °Q_S_4Q °Q4gSQ oOSQ?Q $o_4CI °4_HMSQ _ °Q_8?CI
l.t_ °eo_4_Q Iot42_LQ °°1_80 .Q_4_Q .0_250 .Q_Y80 oGSI2Q °QS440 l°_g4Q o4g_tQ t .Credo
l.t_g -G.L_Q t °t44GQ • °°_26_ °QS_4Q .O_QQQ °nig_O °QS_SQ °QS_40 ! l. O_QgO o4eJS_o t. C_rSo
tot_ -t oQ_Q I o_LS44Q -°l_Q - o_C_SQ °QOS4_ °_QSSQ . _:S2Q oCISeTQi _oQ3c_sQ o_Q47Q _°Osg_o
t°t_g .Q_Q t °tSg_LQ - oI_Q_Q -oQ3S_Q °_Q4c_o oQQ_SQ ._$44Q _QScJgn $oQ4_3Q oSQTgO _ o05_$8C]
! ._LQg _°t_9 t oI5_GCI -._L_Q - oQ(S_IQ .QQ_Q ° o_O_ZO °0528Q .Q_C_Q loQ4tlQ °$GS_Q _o_1_0
t°_g_ 4o_4_ t ol_4Q - o_O_rCI -oQ860Q - oQQQTQ - oQQT_Q °QS_L50 oQSgS_ _L°G4_SO oSQ_.O Z°Q6_40
to_g_ Q.4Q_ $o2_C_LQ - o_L2t4Q -or _$50 -oQQ3_Q - oO_LSSQ °05QSQ °QS?SQ t oQ45_Q .SG5_O _oQ_ggQ
lotlg e.4gQ _o_L_J_SQ - o_LL_6_S_ -o14_5Q °oQQS_SQ - oQ24QCI oQ4gsQ °QS_'_Q t oQ48_Q °_S05tQ _. G-_O0
tol_9 _LQ°StQ _o_L_Q - °_L_S4Q -ol_ -°QQS?Q - oQ_3gCI °Q484Q ._QQ l°Q4e4Q . SQ?_SO _.0817Q
Iol_g °QTO 1°24g_ -°_L_._Q - oQ_58CI °QQ4_Q . QQ_SCI oQS_SgO oQ5_gQ | .Q_sQQ . SQ_SC_ _o_StQ
U I_° gQ/ Q _ = ?°Q4 GR_[I_rI" II_RV_U. -- -5oQQ/ 5oQQ
_CH _--_T_ (34 (3J4 CY CYN CI_L C/_ _ CL CD L_
to058 _._Q .8420Q -._0 .O_4Q_ o01_Q oQ_L4SO °048t0 °Q_95Q ._5800 ._6970 _oOSO00
to_e _,.tQO o_4S_LQ -°l_Q .Q31QG oQ(_SQ oQ$_L_LQ .G4S_Q °Q_g30 °I_QBQ .37_Q0 2.QSC_Q
t.gS8 °_ °Q_Q o84_4Q - _ll_C_O oQr_eo . QQ_gQ °_Q oQ4g4CI o_Q .T_$41_ ._T4_LQ 2.G425Q
_._Se .Q_SQ oe4_Q -°_LIS_Q -°Q2Qg_ .QQ35Q oQQ3QG .05noQ .QL_r?Q ._q_go ._747Q _.1_50
logSe Qo4_Q .85650 -ol_ -.Qg_?Q - °QQ6eO -oQll_Q o_,_40 .Q_$Q o_1S0 o_?51Q •. QS_:SQ
1.g58 IQ. 54CI o8558Q -o_940 °.$5_0 - o_l_SQ -°Q$8_ o048Q_ oQ_84Q ._r?oSQ °:S?5_Q _. OSQSQ
_LogSe .Q4Q °8_Q - oti5g_] - .Q_tCIO oCI_QQ o_SO °G4g4Q oQ_Q .TS_SeO o_5_g30 _. G4t_O
GR_TI_i_ oOOl4_S oQQQ_ -oQ$1(S_ - °QQlSg - oC1_23 • nOQQ2 -°QQCIt5 °QQ13_ oQ_OG5 -.I_OQQ_
tqs$sttr&_) NAR &TIP _D (DtCtOIFIttt) t_LI[l) (VtKSRtl (121_$06) ¢ G3 )IG*_ YIE )
RIDI_Iq_I4Ct DATA PARAI4E_TRIC DATA
t_, _/ 9 _ = 4,it f_ADIID_r IH11_v/d. = -S._I S.OD

Oilt tS _Jv _1_ IqPC _ $SS
I,i_l[ 4ql
NSSS(IP&Sl _.R All D _B (l_tCIDtlrlHI) (b_LS'tl (YIKIRI) ¢R1_3071 ( _l _ _2 )
Q&TA
PARA.t4[TR 1C GATA
! Ir.41QO ILQ.|N. 104RP • ll,4S_JQ IH* ALPHA z _O.GO0 C(_F|Cr _: _.OOO"
Lfll_ • 8.10ZO IH* yl_p • .Qq[_O IN. RUO_ = .Oleo Ru[_rI.R z tO.900
• 4.031_0 IN. ZHRP • ,O00O |N. _ z .OGO (_[_.y I .OOOIK:AL Ir • *QQ4D
|BOE_LV z .DQD AtLRC_ = .QCIO
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DATA PARAI4[TR |C OAT&
• _,4t80 Sa.tt4. )ImP : _,4S_D IN. ETA a .000 OOHrl_ : _.0O0
Lftl_ • 3*IOLPO |N, Y14RP • .OO00 tt4. IttJ00E_ • .OOO RU[_I.R : 10.0110
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QCALI[ • o(}040 1EO_LV a .OOO AILIK_I : _0.11110
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t.SoO I.Sg0 .tt3O0 .Otl80 .0OtSO .0O4OO ._ .O868G .O4L_O .tt$30 .09490 t ,24?Z0
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• 4oO_OG 1¢4o ZMRP • .GOGO |t4o
IK:ALI[ • .0040
RUN NO, t_! O Rtt/t • 4,N roRADIENT I_VAL = -5.QO/ So_
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._C4_ _._CI t.441_0 - .1309;_0 - .Q_5_O .00680 -.0083Q -.QQ38Q .074t0 ]L.24_0 .8TcJOQ 1 ._gc_zQ
.SO_ _9.84Q 1 .SQQ4Q -.0t56Q -.QQ3_O . Otl_gO -.OOSSO _*Qt53Q .Q7450 1 o1($18C) .94cJSO t .L_3esO
._ 4_Log4SO 1.5?OCIO -._SO -.011;_ . OQI_Q -. 0(149Q -.(32110 . Cff4:SD t.18t50 1.034:tG _L. 14_40
.I_D_ 4:S._60 1.629_0 - ._4_sgQ -.0_L880 ,OQ68Q -. 01329Q -.Q_8QQ .01"45Q 1.t9_C;Q 1.1t090 1 ,GI'3QQ
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)*ACH I_TA 04 CLM ¢y CYN _ OAF ¢A8 ¢1. (3) L/O
. llll4S -_Q .OIPQ .4694LG -.Oq_.Q 41574Q - .Gt I_JO .0Z170 *O1860 ._O_O o47qS?Q *_li31Q 4._14G0
.Sll4S -e._SQ .494_Q -*QQ_SQ .t_OSQ - .QQ920 .Ot(J3O . O_G?Q .O_gSO .48_tO . l16_O 4._5_4Q
.B94S _4.1110 .SOSSQ - .OO_4O .QI35_O -. QOT_Q .O_S(SO .O_OiO *_87Q .4950Q . _e_C] 4. t 87<JO
. flll_ -4 ._5Q .S*.5?O - ._Dt4O .OSlYO - .I_S*.O .Ol_:t Q .Q_LgOO *_GTO .Sr_3Q .11e4SO 4 ._34_D
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*SS4S .OtG . S_lrgQ *Q_SQ - .OIZ, OO .OQO_O .Q95_CI .OlSHO .Q3O_ .S148Q _$tSOCI 4*3(St lID
. flSl_ IE.134Q . S_LO .00500 - .0_S970 . OO_3O .CO$_SO .OtSO0 oO_|:SO *5|900 .steto 4 o:59_8cI
.. fSSHS 4 .QSCi ._S_l_SeO .IQO_/SQ - .0?490 ,OO_O - .GOZ4O *Q?.?.5O .O_S2S?O .5_140 .1150Q 4.53:L_SQ
.S94S _.t_SO .5400Q .O04tO - *_Q6_O , OQSTQ - .O0(SOO .Ot34t) *QS_tQ .gL_?IO .1_8;_U 4.458(J0
.S_l_ li,150 *S4ttO *QQ060 "*t419Q *QS_?Q - ,OGCJSG oQt3_O .03_00 .528_D .tlSQO 4.47(;4Q
.ISm tO.tiO .S41_SQ .QOOtO - .1755Q °0|640 -.O_gU .QttGO .0339Q .S2990 .t168Q 4.s34(_0
,BINS *OtO *SL_3Q .O0_7G _.Q_QQ .QO04O .0045G .Q2570 .Q31_O , Sl:S_O .t t71SO 4.3_U
q4_AJDtID_tT *Q(]_4_ *O_Q_S -.OIS31 .OQ_I -*QD175 -.OOO85 .QOQS9 *[X_S_ - .QQI334 * Q34G?
R_JN N_. llSll#' Q RI_t/L = Q.?O GRAO_I_iT [N11_VAL = -5.00/ 5.OO
14_1 EL_T& CN ¢134 CY CYN ¢_L CAF CAB CL C]D L/O
_. *_QQ -10.35CI .QL_4SO - .OTI_Q *lgtSO -*QQI6_ .Q_I_O .G?66Q .0444Q *SgT_O ._Q44Q 1_.9_tQ_
t.2OO -(_ ._40 .4S4_0 - .O?S_O *l_L460 -.0_150 ._490 .OT_SO .Q4_STO .6_R10 .;_CgOO 1_.9;_800
i *..I_QO -4S.I_Q .qSS53Q - .OTL*70 . QT_:O -oQQI3Q .Q_OlO .0769CI .Q4;_80 ._._46Q o_i35Q _ .cJ_S3Q
_ .IE_DO -4.t_ . ql_7_Q - *02_50 .Q41_Q *Q_QSO . Ol4_O .GSO_:_ *Q41(_Q .63580 *Zl?SO 1_.9;_1Qs
t .l_l_O -t.G40 , O?5_[:l -, 01_70 * QQSOO .003(]0 .QQ6GQ .Oet_O .04190 .64340 .;L_G4Q _.91G40
_.!00 . CI_SO .QSL_O -.01"t iG -.Q_$SO .OQ34Q ._L_/I[] *OG_tO . Q4;_QQ .65050 .;L_3QQ _.9159Q
S o1_00 8._L$0 ._9_00 -*_140 - ._4970 .0(]4_0 -- .OO_4O ._L50 *_4_8Q *eSgSO .L_4_SO Z*S_S64Q
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